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MAIN GARRISON CREEK STORM OVERFLOW SEWER
AND EXTENSIONS, TORONTO

A REVIEW OF THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE NEW GARRISON 
CREEK SEWER AND EXTENSIONS THERETO, WITH PARTICU
LAR REFERENCE TO SECTION NO 4, RECENTLY COMPLETED.

By R. T. G. Jack,
Resident Engineer, Sewer Section, Dept, of Works, Toronto.

■w H1LE the city of Toronto was developing in 
virtue of its increasing size and population into 
Greater Toronto, the district bounded by Dupont 
Street, Lansdowne Avenue, Avenue Road and 

College Street, an area of approximately eight square 
miles, was increasing very rapidly in population, new 
streets were being opened up, permanent roadways placed, 
manufacturing plants established and many residences 
built. The district became settled very quickly on account 
of easy access to and from the more central part of the 
city. The Works Department, therefore, found that a 
new and much larger sewer had to be built to relieve the 
Garrison Creek sewer which had been in commission for 
over 25 years, and which had become very inadequate to 
handle the large increase in storm water and sewage. So, 
when in 1912 a by-law for storm sewers had been sanc
tioned by the ratepayers, a portion of the money was 
allotted for the main Garrison Creek and its extensions.

Much time and deliberation was spent on preparing 
the plans.* Numerous surveys were made to ascertain the 
best and most economical route, and it was finally decided 
to parallel the old Garrison Creek sewer as much as 
possible. For one reason, where the route of the sewer 
was off the city streets it ran through city property, 
thereby dispensing with the necessity of acquiring costly 
easements. Another reason was that over a half a mile 
of the old sewer runs through ravines and the work could 
be carried on in open cut, which is less expensive than 
tunnel work. The third and probably the most important 
reason was that junctions were to be made at several 
points for the relief of Garrison Creek sewer, as it was 
intended to use the latter entirely as a storm sewer.

Work was commenced in the spring of 1912, and the 
last section of the main Garrison Creek was completed 
in September, 1915, at a total cost of about $1,200,000, 
a saving of several hundred thousand dollars over the 
estimated cost.

The first section to be let was No. 1, which has its 
outlet for storm water in Lake Ontario at the foot of 
Strachan Avenue. This outlet is shown in Fig. 7. From 
this point it proceeds north along Strachan Avenue to

*An illustrated article describing the design of the main 
Garrison Creek storm overflow sewer, sections 1, 2, and 3, 
showing cross-sections, wier chambers, junction chambers, 
etc., was published in The Canadian Engineer for March 
20th, 1913, the author being Mr. R. R. Knight, now City En
gineer of Fort William, Ont.

Defoe Street, where it turns west and Section No. 2 com
mences. This was the next section to be tendered for. It 
runs along Defoe Street to Crawford Street and north to 
Lobb Street. Section No. 3 starts here and runs west on 
Lobb Street, north on Shaw Street and crosses Arthur 
Street to a point 300 ft. north of Arthur Street on Roxton 
Road, where it intersects the old Garrison Creek sewers, 
a 5-ft. 6-in. running north, a 4-ft. 6-in. sewer running 
west. A very large chamber (Fig. 6) was built here for 
relief of the Garrison Creek south of this point. After 
this stage had been reached the engineering department 
decided to construct some of the more urgent extensions, 
the work on which had already started on Barton Avenue, 
Section No. 1. By making an outlet for Section No. 1 
extension in the old Garrison Creek sewer just south of 
Bloor Street, it proceeds north through Willowvale Park 
to Barton Avenue, where it branches, one branch running 
north to Pendrith Street, west to Shaw Street, north, then 
west on Manchester Avenue and north on Ossington 
Avenue. At Ossington Avenue and Hallam Street there 
is a junction chamber with a section that runs west on 
Hallam Street. The other branch of the main extension 
runs east on Barton Avenue to Christie Street, where it 
branches, one running north on Christie Street to the 
C.P.R. tracks, the other continuing along Barton Avenue 
to Brunswick Avenue, south to Lowther Avenue, thence 
east to Avenue Road.

After these sections had been completed Section No. 4 
of the main sewer was commenced, it running north from 
junction chamber on Roxton Road through Prettie’s 
Ravine to Sully Crescent, east on Sully Crescent to Mont
rose Avenue, north across College Street and up Beatrice 
Street to Bickford Ravine, where it intersects the old 
sewer again. Here another chamber was constructed, and 
Section No. 5, which was the last section to be let, com
mences and runs north to the junction chamber just south 
of Bloor Street.

The chief branch of the main Garrison Creek is Argyle 
Street storm overflow sewer, a section of which is under 
construction. This sewer joins the main sewer at Argyle 
and Shaw Streets, running west to Gladstone Avenue, 
north on Gladstone Avenue and west to Brock Avenue by 
way of Trafalgar Avenue, Dufferin Street, Gordon Avenue 
and Middleton Avenue.
Avenue to McConnel Street, west to St. Clarens Avenue, 
north to College Street and west to St. Helen’s Avenue 
by way of College Street, Lansdowne Avenue and Lum-

It then goes north on Brock
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bervale Avenue. Another branch which the city 
plates building is on College Street running 
from Montrose Avenue.

In the main Garrison Creek

contem- 
east and west brickwork laid, the 6-in. 

the work progressed.
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Section No. 4, which is dealt with in detail in a later 
constructed partly in open cutportion of this article, was 

and partly in tunnel, as part of it was in very shallow 
ground. There are three sizes, 8 ft. o in., 9 ft. 6 in. and 
9 ft. 3 in. circular with 18 in. of class B concrete and with 
brick invert.

in Bickford Ravine the plansAs section No. 5 was 
called for open-cut work, but a short section ran through 
a knoll of very hard clay. This portion was tunnelled, 18- 
in. brickwork being used in construction.

Owing to the unsatisfactory condition of the old 
Garrison Creek sewer through Bickford Ravine, it having 
cracked open on several occasions when under a heavy 
internal pressure, it was decided to abandon its use 
altogether and to use section No. 5 for a combined sewer. 
A junction chamber was placed at the entrance to section 
No. 4 with a weir which diverts the sanitary flow into the 
old Garrison Creek sewer and allows the storm water to
go on down section No. 4.

In the Argyle Street storm overflow sewer, section 
No. i was 6 ft. o in. circular and of 18-in. brickwork. It 
was intended by the engineering department to construct 
Ibis of concrete, but after a shaft had been sunk and 
tunnel work started, it was found on removing the braces 
from the concrete forms that the 18-in. concrete wall 
w°uld not withstand the pressure of the soft blue clay 
through which the sewer was to run. The design was, 
therefore, changed from concrete to brickwork, which 
Was placed satisfactorily.

Section No. 2 is constructed in two sizes, 5 ft. 6 in. 
and 5 ft. 3 in., with 14 in. of brickwork. In this section 
a much harder blue clay was encountered and the work 
Was completed very rapidly.

Section No. 3, which is 
uniform size of 4 ft.
Work and others 14 in., the latter thickness being used 
where there is a heavy ground pressure.

All the extensions decrease in their sizes as they 
recede from the outlet.

now under construction, is of 
some sections having 9 in. of brick-

The following table relates to the size and shape of 
each of the various sections, together with material of 
Construction and nature of excavation work :—

Sewer.
art°n Ave., Sec. No.

Material. Excavation. 
Concrete 6i6' Open Cut 

“ Tunnel

Size, 
i" x 6' 6” 
i" x s' 9" 
i" x 4' 11" 
i" x 4' 11" 
tn x 4' 9"
>" x 4' 6* Egg-shaped Brick
("x3' 6'
,n x 3/ 3*r

x 7' 6n Culvert
[" x 7' 6"
3" x 6' 6f 
)" x 6' o*
>" x s' 7*
)" x 5' 7"
)n x s’

Shape.
Culvert

Sai-ton Ate., Sec. No. 2.

Open Cut 

Concrete TunnelExtension No. 1. .

Open Cut 
Tunnel

Extension No. 2

BrickCircular

Christie St.

Fig. 5.—Meeting of Two Headings, Main Garrison Creek 
Storm Overflow Sewer, Section No. 1.

Had it been lower, the sand would have givenbelow, 
far more trouble.

Borings, which had been taken to ascertain the nature 
of the materials through which the sewer was to pass, 
showed a layer of wet sand just above subgrade in some 
places and at spring line in others. It was therefore 
decided that owing to the presence of the sand every pre
caution possible was to be taken against settlement, and 
the sewer in the open cut was designed with a square con
crete base. In the tunnel section 1,090 lin. ft. were con
structed with a circular base owing to the absence of the 
sand, but in the last 700 lin. ft. the layer of wet sand came 
into prominence again, and on account of the method of 
construction which will be described later, this portion 
was constructed with square base. The sides were ex
cavated straight and planks placed to keep sand from 
running in and thereby forming a cavity back of the arch 
which would allow it to spread, and also to keep sand from 
mixing with the invert concrete as it was being poured.

Under the Shaw Street bridge a short section (72 lin. 
ft.) of sewer was constructed with a square concrete top, 
the invert, walls and arch being reinforced with .50 mesh, 
1.83 lbs. per sq. ft. This design was 
a number of the bents of the bridge were being carried 
by the walls of the sewer.

used here because

Location.—Starting at. the junction chamber of the 
old Garrison Creek sewers and section No. 3, main Garri
son Creek storm overflow sewers on Roxton Road, 150 
ft. south of Harrison Street, it runs north on a 500-ft.

for 400 ft., then straight northeast to Sully Crescent, 
through Prettie’s Ravine. Passing under Shaw Street 
bridge, it goes east on Sully Crescent to Montrose Avenue, 
north to College Street, turning east on College Street to 
Beatrice Street and north on Beatrice Street to Bickford 
Ravine, where it joins section No. 5 main Garrison 
Creek sewer.

Design.—Owing to the decided difference between the 
elevation at the outlet and the elevation that was to be 
used at Sully Crescent, it was 
circular sewer with a fall of 1 ft. in 108 ft., that was large 
enough to take care of the volume of water that the fol
lowing sewers, 9 ft. 6 in. and 9 ft. 3 in. with a fall of 1 ft. 
in 300 ft., were capable of carrying. If a sewer of uniform 
size and with a constant grade had been chosen from the 
inlet to the outlet its depth at College Street would have 
been much greater than the one constructed, thereby in
creasing the cost of construction, as the, sewer was con
structed just at the bottom of a clay strata with wet sand

curve

possible to design an 8-ft.

Main Garrison Creek Storm Overflow Sewer, 
Section No. 4.

Lin. ft.
• 3,425 

1,635
• i,790 

Lin. ft.
• i,34i

en8th of sewer constructed 
ength of sewer in open cut . 
enftth of sewer in tunnel ....

^er>gth of 8'-o' circular sewer 
T en£th of g'-6" circular sewer 
LenSth of g'—3» circular
Material used in construction-—

Arch—Concrete, in proportion of 1 part cement, 3 sand 
and 5 of broken-stone or gravel ; 18’ in thickness. 

Invert—Concrete, same proportions, 13%” in thickness, 
and one ring UG') of hard red shale bricks.

774
1,3msewer
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strachan Avenue.

the trench. In the last °n Jacks situated at the side of 
picked out for the mixer $!°n,’ tw.°. similar points were 
motive power, provino- u , ectricity was used for the 
°r coal. g much cheaper than either gasoline

The

the tunnel. This Wfle u se<:tlon Was obtained from 
elevator at the shaft dllrrm r?light to the surface on the 
earned along to where it ^ mt° the concrete cars, and 
tween Sta. i2 + 3r ^ ™as neededl In the section be-

. . as the arch of the 5+00 tbere was no back-
elevation (Fig. l} anJ “J *wrw« above the ground
Wlth ashes. But between St 'S fi,Hng in this ravine 
cavation was piled up alonp-sVt 5 + °° and o + oo the ex-
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fihing done
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trouble owing to the
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Left and Wgffthe

in the ravine where “he^excav^tion1’ 7°° lin" ft‘ of h was 
the work went on very rap1dlv sTl ^ Shal'°W and
m P,ace of the wooden ones and bv A™* Were used 
invert and 180 ft. of arrtT^ mi7/ doing 24o ft. of 
These steel forms were m ‘r )e fin‘sbed in six days.
Form Co. They were made^nTft^ ’p ^ BlaW Steel 
plete sections (6o lin ft ) WPrp5 t-. Ct*ons and 12 corn- 
made in four pieces, two for arched t î SCCtion was 
arch pieces being bolted tn^tu d 1 ° for lnvert, the 
separated by tie rods which w!^1" ^ the centre a"d 
buckle, at spring line and ha^ 6 °Perated with a turn- 
and centre of arch Th ri-2Vay between spring line together by U-s ?"one section S6Cti°nS ^ ^dd 

the next and held flush with smaT oak^0^ h°leS of 
section had four castors riveted to L 7 ^ Each 
spring line, to be used in pulling ÎÎ* ?ngle p,ates at the 
out being taken apart The invf f°rms ahead with- 
the same, only they did not have tf™8 3re Practically

9 m-wider ic dia— «» ."ow zt ZTZ’ga:
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Open Cut Section-Work was started on the 
cut section by sinking a shaft at Sta. 16 + 35, which 
at the end of the open cut and the commencing point of 
tunne! work. Contrary to expectations, the ground turnS
riedi/d ^ hard clay in this Portion of open cM
right down to sub-grade. This shaft was used afterward
or a working head in tunnel work. The excavatbnln 
he open cut proceeded from this point to Sta 0 + 00 a

coM bemtt made .for two months at Sta. ia + 35 when the 
cold weather set in. The excavation was done b7an Ohn
tucket on a travelling derrick, which proved to be, much 
more economical than hand work h
removed for 62 cents

open
was

were stt'tlmrn ^ ? the inV,ert' After the ™vert forms 
were set the conprete was laced and after this had set
sufficiently the turnbuckles ere released and the 60 ft of
S”"*a" f»,ad b, the engine of ,he excavating
6 fn h ? k Th bnck lnvert was next laid. Then, 6-in. x
enouvhfe|l WCre plaCCd °n the brickwork just high
formf on wteT t0 be Placed, to run the areh
torms on when released, the arch forms being blocked to
concrete haefbee ^ ^ X 6"ia' timber^
were released and P,°Ured aad had set 48 hours the forms
s4^o™, weS ceSv8, bin “ in 'he ima't' T1”=

forms as they could be sc up'!! Zch JSZe°"an”+a“JoK*™" S"Peri0r ver, K.l S”

the excavation being*

Before Cosing
wa, constructed, wooden forms being « 'in th= iaJ<

atter which the brick invert was laid
lions’"TIT ■*«- 

work having gone on without interruption)9^ (the tunneI

con- 
was firstrun The concrete in the first section 

was all mixed at Sta. 
installed to heat the 
aggregate was placed on a 
the concrete dumped into

of sewer completed 
1 +35, where a steam plant was 

material and run the mixer. The 
knoll just above the mixer and 

cars below, which conveyed it
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borings showing a layer of wet sand. Most of the con
tractors who placed a tender for this work calculated on 
having to install a compressed air plant to facilitate in the 
excavation work. This was the reason for vast differences 
in prices submitted, the successful bidder being nearly 
$20,000 less than the second

The work in the tunnel was carried on- from four 
shafts, which were situated at locations for manholes. 
Steam hoists were used to operate elevators, which 
brought the excavation from the tunnel to the surface in 
cars, where it was dumped into wagons, taken to Bickford 
Ravine and used for filling-in purposes.

The method of excavating was rather unique, having 
never been tried in Canada before. Contrary to the usual 
custom, which is to excavate the full size of bore at once, 
°nly the upper half was removed, the lower half or bench 
being left in place until all the excavating and concreting 
°f the arch had been completed in that heading. Tracks

In concreting the arch, steel circular ribs of 4-in. 
channel iron, with 2-in. wooden lagging, dressed on three 
sides, were used for the form work. These steel ribs did 
not require any bracing (Fig. 4) and thereby allowed the 
cars to be taken right up to the face of the work. In the 
invert, wooden ribs with i-in. sheeting were used for form 
work, allowance being made in placing them for the one 
ring of brick that was to be laid. When all the concreting

one.
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Fig. 9.—Showing Method of Excavating and Nature of 
Material, Section 2.mnM f*--

WÊ
had been completed the trestlework and tracks were re
moved, all the surplus concrete was trimmed off and the 
brick invert laid. The concrete in the arch was mixed 
rather wet until the centre of the arch was nearly reached, 
when it was stiffened up and ramrhed back on the forms 
with hoes. In the invert the concrete was made as wet 
as possible to assure that no voids would be left, as it was 
being poured in a rather awkward place and tamping was 
almost impossible.

K»
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Fig. 8—Junction Chamber at Lappin Avenue, Section 2. HOPmm■il m

, -Were laid on this bench and the excavated material carried 
to the shaft in
Nation for the concrete forms (Fig. 4). Lengths of 12 to 
*5 ft. were excavated at a time, and after each had been 
concreted another length was taken out, and so on until 
* e entire drift was finished in the arch. Then the exca- 
'ating of the invert commenced, this being taken out in 
<lhernate lengths of 12 to 15 ft. Trestlework was placed 
nnder the tracks as the excavation was removed. Forms 
XVere then set and filled to within 1 ft. of the arch con- 
^ete. this space being underpinned with brickwork after 

e concrete had set for at. least 48 hours to allow for 
jjny shrinkage. When these alternate lengths were 
oished throughout the drift the intervening portions were 

,reated in the same way. By this method of placing the 
lgVer*: arch was never without support for any greater
, ogth than 15 ft., for when the alternate sections were 

'Og taken out the intervening sections carried the arch, 
0 when the intervening sections were removed the invert had the load.

fThis bench was also useful as a foun-cars. Tikk j\

IV «R• XI
Nj

\ È

m
-

Fig. 10.—Tunnel Part of Section 4, .Showing Method of 
Excavating and Underpinning.

As in the open cut, electric motors were used to drive 
the mixers, which were situated in a hole excavated along
side the shaft, large enough for mixer and motor. The 
concrete was deposited through a chute in the shaft to 
cars below, which conveyed it to the forms.
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for ™is method °f construct proved very satisfactory 
lor had the whole bore of sewer, which was 12 ft 6 in’

w.r'ha™e"berrOVed 1L Sh“""S in ,
would have been required to protect the arch excava tin/ 
owing to the wet sand in the invert ; whereas the excava’
onftmwterentir/ 1Cngt!l °f Ulnnel- with the’exceptio^

/red. was carried^iithlÜkSe1“aWoÆb^îJg^S

oons,raced had the whole siz, sewer been relôveï

Material.
Concrete— 

Stone ....
Sand ........
Cement ...

6,500 
3-900 

• 33,200

$ 1.S0 cu. yd. Stone 
1.00 cu. yd.
0.40 bag.

and gravel used.

Brick Invert—
Brick .........
Sand ...........
Cement .... 3,845

Underpinning—
Brick ..........
Sand ...........
Cement 

Lumber . ..

305,400 9-oo per M. 
i-oo cu. yd. 
0.40 bag.

380

61,400 9-oo per M.
1.00 cu. yd.
0.40 bag.

22.00 per M. Left in 
tunnel.

70
695

41,600
trench andAnother innovation contrary to usual t

■TnT “«rrr ™tha' ethod ot
the d-iv time ncTJoncrete and brickwork 
he day time. This proved much

the engineer and inspector
the materials were
place.

t, • , . •••• 23,000
Reinforcing . 4,100

Septembe/3™t™,eniC9eid5NOVember 2°th’ I9I4> and was completed

15-00 per M. 
0.04 lb.was carried 

were placed in 
satisfactory for 

as it was possible to see that 
properly prepared before going into

Used in Sec. B and in 
manholes and junc
tion chamber.more

expenses or

writer-he j]°,1°Wing fi§fures-, are. from cost data kept by the 
resident engineer on this section.was Lin. ft.Length of sewer in contract. 

Length of sewer constructed 
T ®ng‘h °f sewer in open cut 
Length of sewer in tunnel

* Twenty lin. ft. of

3,405
3,425
1,635

Labor.
Cost per 

Cu. yds. cu. yd.
1L332 $ 0.62

,790Excavation .. Remarks.
Done with clam, in

cluding placing sheet
ing, pumping, etc.

Done with clam, in
cluding pulling sheet
ing.

extra sewer.
Lin. ft. 

1,269
Length of 8' o"0/ n// ®quare base and circular top

8' o square base and top....
. / f ll s^uare base and circular 
9 6 circular base and top 
9 3 circular base 
9' 3" square base

Backfilling 3,960 0.15
72

top 295
Surplus 479Nil and top ........................

and circular top...........
610Just placed along line 

of sewer.
Wooden forms, 3C. to 

Place and 6c. for ma
terial. Steel forms, 
|9oo rental for 60 lin. 
ft. of 8 m. dia.

Including placing 
forms, heating ma
terial and finishing, 
not including cost of 
material, as 
forms 
again.

700
Forms Material used in construction- 

Arch —18 in. class “B” 
Invert—14 in. dass «B„ 

shale brick.
concrete.
concrete and one ring of hard

Concrete— 
Open cut... R. Q1 Ha//k/VaS Carr.ied out under the direction of Mr. 

Powell, denuly ' miSS'0ner °f Works> and Mr‘ Geo- G-
is assi;tantPe„ygineer inglcheaer- R‘ Worthington
partment of Works, and Mr W G C sectiop>. De'
engineer supervising the work Camer°n WaS dlvlslon

3,352 1.10

same 
are used overTunnel— 

Arch . . i,73i 1 -75 Including, - P 1 a c i
forms, heating ma- 
enal and finishing, 

not including cost of 
material, as same 
forms are used 
again.

n S
POWER ENTERPRISES

Power' Co.f aromo// iS th® intenti°n of the Edmonton 

to construct a dam e/°n Wltb headquarters at Montreal, 
Rocky Rapids, about J/” -,tbe Saskatchewan River at 
dam will be about 1 rJ/ff11 C-S West Edmonton. The 
will be transmitted to F 1 Wltk a head of 80 ft. Power 
into a contract with the monton and the city has entered 
power delivered at the comPany t0 pay for the
built from the city to th - a lrnits: A railway will be 
miles, equipped for el«-nv 3m’ thls Wal1 will be about 80 
Jones and Taylor consult'■ Power-. The firm of Fairchild, 
do the engineering on en£ineers> Edmonton, will
announcement. Total cost according to a recent
railway and transmission lb! Undf,rtakin& including d 
P monton has given a fran ^ W' be ab°ut $6,000,000.

Ü°' t0 Sel1 naturaICgfas?nhthe *° <he Northern Alberta 

his company will build 6 “ty 25 cents per 1,000 
sunn/ Tbe hue will be abn /PC kn? and distribution 
Th/* y S?a11 towns between th 90 miles lonS and will
lh:%; fitis on and ** ^

‘ ”f 'he k e„-mated àt^about

AT EDMONTON.

over
Invert ....... 1,762 2.25 Including placing 

forms, heating ma 
tenal and finishing, 
not including cost of 
material, as same 
forms are used over 
again, and form-work 
in four

Including trimming off 
concrete, etc.

Average of 3 cu ft
r >”■ I-. -f i.w
Tt. sewer.

^shaft's8!,S/king fhree 
ha/ar haullnff to and 
handling at dump.

Including sinking three
Wir hau,ing t0 and 
handling at dump.

Brickwork— 
Invert manholes.

®9t 6.15

Underpinning 200 2.99

amTunnelling— 
Arch ........ 4,435 1.60

Invert 4,610 1.40
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value they should be carried well below the level of the 
bottom of the foundations. In cases where the strata 
change with the depth, a test-pit gives 
of the soil below the foundations unless carried deeper 
than the level of the footings.

Testing soil with a rod is an unsatisfactory method 
and cannot be relied upon to give accurate information 
except in a limited number of cases. In a homogeneous 
material, not too hard, the method is valuable in deter
mining the constancy or varying density and resistance.
In a heterogeneous soil, the sinking of a rod may be 
stopped by a layer of hard gravel, a rock or log, and 
would not furnish reliable or complete information.

Excavation.—Work on foundations consists of ex
cavation of earth or rock, including shoring, sheet piling, 
or cofferdams, and a structure of stone, concrete, brick 
or timber at the bottom of the excavation, including 
bearing piles. In nearly all cases the expense of exca- , 
vation will increase with the hardness of soil and incon
venience for working ; but if the excavation is in sand 
or soft earth, with considerable water to contend with, 
the cost is largely increased by the necessary structures 
for enclosing the excavations and sustaining the banks.

Earth is hard in proportion to the amount of cement
ing material which it contains, and its temporary stability 
also depends on the amount of this material, while its 
permanent stability depends upon the friction of the 
particles on each other. The disadvantage of hardness 
for excavation is offset in many cases by the advantage 
of the self-sustaining power of the vertical cut for a time 
sufficient for the work on the foundation to be com
pleted. If a vertical cut is exposed for a long time to 
the weather, it may become dangerous. The effect, of 
an excess of moisture, freezing and thawing, or drying 
out is to crack off the bank and gradually to approach 
the natural slope of permanent stability. If the time 
required to lay the foundation be very long, or the 
weather unfavorable, it may become necessary to shore 

in firm earths, but in a much less expensive 
than in material which has a tendency to flow.

Usually, in working in clean sand or gravel below 
a depth of 5 to 6 ft., shoring may be done by laying in 
planks horizontally along the sides of the banks, putting 
in vertical timbers or planks at short intervals and oppo
site each other, and bracing between them. Even with 
this sort of shoring, it is well to make it secure, so that 
no braces or other pieces may drop out and injure any 
person, or perhaps cause a slide.

When sand containing water, or soft clay with run
ning water is encountered, the saving of soft excavation 
is entirely absorbed by the expense incurred in sustaining 
the banks and preventing damage to any adjacent 
buildings. Sheet piling must be used here, which con
sists of planks or timbers driven closely, together and 
of a thickness varying from 2-in. plank to large timbers, 
according to the depth, pressure, and soil. Four-in. 
plank is about the thickest used in ordinary work. Three 
to 6-in. plank should be grooved on edges, the grooves 
to be filled with splines.

The usual way for driving sheet piling is to lay out 
the line for the sheet and on it drive some guide piles, 
the excavation being carried down as far as possible 
before commencing to drive. To the guide piles, inside 
and outside, are bolted or spiked stringers or rangers, 
which serve as guides for the piles at the top ; a second 
ranger on the inside serves as a guide while the soil 
presses the pile from the outside. The bottoms of the 
piles are tapered off, and also cut slanting, so that there

SOIL-TESTING AND EXCAVATION FOR 
FOUNDATIONS.

no sure indication

SOME general notes on foundation work were pre
sented to our readers in The Canadian Engineer 
for December 9, 1915 (p. 671) in which a brief 
reference was made to the method by which soils 

are tested as to their suitability for foundations. The 
method, that of making wash borings, receives more 
detailed consideration in the following abstracts from 
Mr. Chas. T. Main’s paper as read before the December 
meeting of the American Society of Mechanical En
gineers. The writer takes up also the subjects of exca
vation, cofferdamming, piling and other phases of general 
foundation work, and his comments concerning them are 
also summarized.

Wash Borings.—These are made with the aid of a 
tr‘pod, iron or steel casing, drill-rod, hose, force-pump, 
bucket, etc. The tripod used to support the casing and 
drill-rod usually stands 12 to 15 ft. high. The casing is 
usually made of heavy pipe, 2 to 2^ in. internal dia- 
meter, and inside it works a heavy, hollow drill tube or 
r°d> 1 % to 1 ^ in. outside diameter. This drill-rod is fitted 
at the bottom with a chopping bit having openings in it 
f°r the water jet, while the top is connected with a 
Water hose and force-pump, the latter usually double- 
acting. In action, the water is forced down through the 
drill-rod, jetting through the holes at the chopping bit 
and carrying up the loosened material in the annular 
sPnce between the rod and case.

The method of forcing the casing and rod down 
on the character and density of the material 

encountered. In soft material very little effort is re
quired to work the rod down, while in hard material 
more or less lifting and dropping or churning will be
required.

depends

In order to record changes of strata and take 
samples of the soil, it is necessary to know the level 

the bottom of the drill at all times and to watch the 
overflow for the color and character of the soil. In 
taking samples the overflow is caught in a bucket and 
allowed to settle. The samples are taken and placed in 
Rlass bottles carefully marked with the boring number, 
sample number, character and thickness of the stratum 
tvhich the sample represents. To be complete the records 
s ,°uld also include the level of the ground water and 
tle elevation of the surface of the ground at the boring 
r< fenced to some datum.

Wash boring samples do not always represent 
c osely the true character of the soil, as the water jet 

chopping bit change it radically by breaking it up 
separating the fine from the coarse material ; the 

c°arse parts are mostly pushed aside while the fine parts 
of6 ta^en to the surface by the water flow. The presence 
° clay in sand may be easily overlooked, while a hard 

ay suitable for supporting a structure may be reported 
^ a s°ft one and unsuitable.

More reliable samples may be obtained by with
drawing the drin..r0cl and forcing a pipe into the soft 
s°u, then bringing the pipe to the surface, thus obtaining 
a ary sample in nearly its natural state. In hard soils,
such

up, even 
manner

and
and

as very hard clay, soft slate or shale, the pipe for 
aking samples may have its lower edge sawtoothed, 

'*ad the most satisfactory samples may be obtained by 
'°rking this without the water jet.

( . Test-Pits and Rods.—Test-pits furnish the oppor-
c"n,ty °f observing the character of soil, its degree of 

0rripactness, amount of moisture, etc., but to be of full
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these
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It the ground water is 
be much more economical to 
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fully®1 uscd
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fully where the soil i’s not of 1 7 -°nly be used 
when the pressure is relieved '1aîure I otherwise,
will start under the bottoms of Tt™ 7 '"side’ the flow 
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use
extremely 

steam, a good 
is better than a few 

not so apt to cripple the
stratum
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to the ground water level than to
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success-
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success-

John Millen & Son T im't j
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standing ; the point of interest is how many have fallen 
down. Further, there is the pregnant question whether a 
buyer will not insist on a material which is certain to be 
free from vice, or whether for the convenience of the seller 
he will trust to luck. Generally, the man who pays can 
and will get what he wants. It may be confidently said 
that, given careful manufacture, rigid inspection and 
thorough testing to a searching specification, modern 
cement can be obtained free from all inherent vice, and 
that structures of which it forms part will not be brought 
to a premature end by internal treachery.

Bad aggregate is a fruitful source of trouble, and, 
simple as it is in a specification to say that the aggregate 
shall be “suitable, clean, sharp, well washed,’’ and so on, 
it is not always easy to get such an aggregate at 
able price. Local material must almost always be used, 
and it may be of the most diverse description. The one 
property, which is indispensable, is that it must be chemi
cally stable under the conditions in which it is to be used.
It does not follow absolutely that the aggregate shall be 
stable per se, though it is much better that it should be ; 
there are materials which oxidize, or which weather, that 
may on occasion act as a serviceable aggregate, but only 
urgent necessity will sanction their use. Thus, in general, 
rocks containing pyrites should be avoided, but it would 
be pedantic to reject a granite or a hard limestone on the 
sole ground that specks of pyrites are present. Not 
merely the amount and size of the enclosed pyrites should 
be considered ; naturally a rock containing marcasite is 
ipso facto suspect. In such cases, petrological methods 
of examination should be used. Similarly, slags, such as 
copper slag containing much ferrous silicate, may well be 
used if their silica content is high enough; generally, such 
slags lie in dumps, and have so lain for years, and their 
behavior during exposure to weather is a great guide. 
The same remark applies to blast furnace slag. Analysis 
is very helpful if the results are carefully interpreted, but 
the behavior of the material on the dump is even bettei. 
Speaking generally, substances containing sulphates or 
sulphides, capable of oxidation under working conditions, 
are so dangerous that their use should not be tolerated, 
and the need of this restriction can be the better realized 
when it is remembered that 1% of S03, calculated on the 
aggregate, may mean 5% or more on the cement. Per
haps, of all the materials used as aggregate, the most 
dangerous is coke breeze. The danger lies in the fact 
that some samples contain an abundance of sulphates, • 
and, on account of the porous nature of the breeze, these 

readily extracted, and do their deadly work on the 
cement. No sample of breeze should be used as an aggre
gate unless- it has been analyzed and tested. Aggregate 
may be mechanically as well as chemically bad, but exactly 
how to define that badness is not easy. Such obvious de
fects as softness, cracks or excessive smoothness need no 

than mention, but how far a “dirty’’ aggregate 
carries its own condemnation, is a more difficult matter to 
decide. It may safely be said that clayey matter round 
the coarser lumps will prevent a proper bond, but the effect 
of a moderate amount of clayey matter in the sand is not 
necessarily harmful. Like most practical things, it is 
eminently a matter to be settled by trial, and test cubes of 
the proposed aggregate compared with similar cubes of

standard, such as granite 
Four other

FACTORS AFFECTING THE LIFE OF CONCRETE 
STRUCTURES.

N O structure is permanent, in the strict sense of the 
term, no matter what the constituent material or 
materials may be. The degree of durability is 
accordingly an item of great importance in the

In theconsideration of all materials of construction, 
majority of cases the most used have achieved their rank 
by virtue of their résistent qualities, and their general 
has resulted from carefully gleaned knowledge and proven 
skill on the part of engineers of experience.

In this respect the acceptance of concrete, since the 
time when Portland cement came to be regarded as one 
°f the principal construction materials, 
distrust by many a doubting Thomas. It cannot be de
nied that the doubts concerning its permanence and re
liability were justified, so many early failures occurred, 
due to crude preparation of cement, rule-of-thumb 
methods, and inadequate knowledge of the cementing 
qualities of the constituents of the resulting mixture. 
Each failure added weight to criticism and incentive to
critics.

use

a reason-was viewed with

But concrete has survived ; there are surely few 
engineers who do not rank it among the most résistent 
structural materials known. It is needless here to review 
the preponderous investigation and study through which 
only it gained its worthy classification.

The probable life of concrete structures is a subject 
having to do with the possible causes of their destruction, 
and a consideration of the latter serves well as a basis for 
an estimation of the former.
London, Eng., addressed the International Engineering 
Congress, in September last, upon the probable and pre
sumptive life of concrete structures made from modern 
cements, outlining in the case of both plain and reinforced 
concrete the chief causes which determine their life. In 
the majority of cases what affects plain concrete affects 
reinforced concrete and vice versâ ; but the probable life 
°f reinforced concrete involves a consideration of the steel 
severally and jointly, in addition to that of the concrete.

The possible causes of destruction of ordinary con- 
Crete as distinguished from reinforced concrete are listed 
by Mr. Blount as follows: Bad cement, bad aggregate, 
bad proportions, bad mixing, bad workmanship, bad 
design, external violence, fair wear and tear, action of 
saline solutions, action of acids, electrolysis; and all the 
foregoing causes of destruction are operative towards 
reinforced concrete as well as plain concrete. In addition 
there are: (1) corrosion of reinforcement direct or by 
electrolysis. (2) cracking due to monolithic character or 
Possibly to stresses between the concrete and the rein
forcement.

With these 
as follows :—

The best modern cement made of suitable raw ma
terials, intimately mixed, thoroughly burnt and finely 
ground, is as dependable a material as can be prepared 
until the time comes when all cement is made by fusing 
I ,e constituents in a sort of super-blast-furnace, a method 
tr,ed some years ago, and one which is regarded by many 
as an advance on the present rotatory process. But these 
■^onditions of excellence are not always fulfilled. Chiefly 
because of the endeavor to obtain large outputs of cement 
Per unit of plant the control of proportions is sometimes 
lnaccurate, the burning not uniform and the grinding not 
?.y coarser than is desirable but “gritty.” Such cement 
ads in respect of the first quality, absolutely essential to 

e stability of any structure of which it forms part—it is 
a°t sound. Quite useless is it to say that such unsound 
Cement has been used and the structures made with it are

Mr. Bertram Blount, of

are

Mr. Blount’s paper deals in partcauses
more

some aggregate recognized as a 
chips and clean sand, will decide the point.

of short life for a concrete structure, viz., badcauses . ....
proportions, bad mixing, bad workmanship and bad de
sign, call for little comment except this, that evil as are 
all these for ordinary concrete, they are ten times worse 
for reinforced concrete, because, while ordinary concrete 
is generally used in considerable masses, a structure of 
reinforced concrete is a more delicate affair in which all
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'Is old name, and the proportions

quali-
a vulneraw ", T°re urgent i rein- 

must be perfect, pi:,- ° S e,eton> and its exo- 
case of external mechanical??? 30d tear is only a 

be further considered. c 0 ence> and need not
fire in Zy^ërioZZfllgZio?1 If?"6? the action of

stated that concrete structure t has been frequently 
and’. as far as inflamSS "l Substaatia,,y «reproof! 
>Ut lt. must be remembered tha set Cerned’- this is true 

containing combined wateïd ‘ .e"'“t 15 a 8ubstance 
these are expelled at i mm ‘ d • bomc acid, and that 

" mlgh, be n7,r“,7srre'j r”™ temped 
Posed to fire would be serious! that a structure ex-
position of the essential cementh? ^ by the dec°m- 
,hlS surmise is, of course coZ ? c°nstituents, and 
amount of deterioration is’less?? Ut’ for a11 tbat 
and the appended table shows the °ne,Would tbmk likely, 
ments made on a cemen! ZrtZinre?ltS °f a few expert 
f 3 t° T by weight. r the usual proportions

tempérer WCre he3bd ’ hour at the following 

1 emperature 
Cent.

the on

ma-
cer-

% Toss calculated 
on cement.
.tS "" aPPreciabIe effect. 
16.68 m° aPPreciable effect.
16.36 0 appreciable effect.
17.06 "" appreciable effect, 
ax.? "" 7° appreciable effect.
22 2d sound—weak at edges
M.S "" S«und-friab,e. Bes'
4.08 :::: S!!"77!in',!v friabie-
=4-36 .... sZdZd‘Stmc,l>' H=ble. 
23"4° •••• Sound—

1, very weak, 
very weak.
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of the liquid. As the source of the sulphides, and there
fore of the sulphates, is continuous, attack by the latter 
proceeds, with the result that the part of the pipe which 
is not immersed may suffer severe corrosion. It is im
practicable to prevent access of air and to turn the whole 
sewer into a septic tank, and the only reasonable course 
is to use some other kind of pipe where the conditions 
mentioned are known or suspected, or to face the expense 
and trouble of occasional repairs.

Closely connected with corrosion of concrete by acids, 
actual or potential, is attack by electrolysis. All cement 
contains a small quantity of alkali, and this is an excellent 
electrolyte and will serve to convey such a current as may 
be straying from a lighting or power circuit. Instances 
have been recorded of destruction of concrete by such 
stray currents, and in this case, again, prediction of a 
probable life of the structure is clearly impossible. But 
stray currents are not in the same category as wind and 
wave and earthquake and their divagations should be pre
vented by proper insulation. To regard them as inevitable, 
like the rain, is not the attitude of mind of the electrical 
engineer, and it is to him that we must: look for preven
tion. Suggestions to make the concrete waterproof, 
where there is a possibility of electrical leakage, are, how
ever, well worth consideration, and in such cases, which 
should be rare, a sheath of some asphaltic material, such 
as is used for damp-proof courses, would be serviceable. 
But it cannot be too clearly said that this is the wrong 
principle to go on ; it should not be necessary to protect 
concrete from stray currents, because those errant currents 
should be kept in their narrow channel.

The quality of cement for reinforced concrete must 
be at least as good as that for ordinary concrete, and, if 
possible, should be better. This is not because the latter 
should not be as near perfection as the maker can achieve, 
but because Portland cement for reinforced concrete is, as 
it were, a pioneer of progress, and what is a special brand 
for such purposes to-day will be the ordinary commercial 
article to-morrow. Turning to steel, one may say that no 
better example of the advantage of that scientific direction 
which is now applied to Portland cement could be found 
than in the case of the steel, and it is significant that the 
metal, the more difficult of the two to manufacture, was 
being made of good and uniform quality before chemical 
principles were recognized and acted on in the manu
facture of Portland cement. Thanks to the fact that for 
some forty years the regulation of the composition has 
been in the hands of the chemist, little is left to be desired 
in the modern commercial product. Of course, cases have 
occurred, and will occur, of careless manufacture and in
spection where brittle and inferior material has found its 
way into the work, but they are not numerous and only 
rank with such failures as arise in all structures. Good 
as modern mild steel is, it may be properly asked whether, 
in some cases at least, steel of a higher grade and greater 
tensile strength may be advantageously used. This applies 
to ordinary structures and is, of course, obligatory for 
such buildings as safe deposits where the metal must not 
only have a good tensile strength, but be so hard as to be 
practically undrillable.

Turning now to reinforced concrete one may say that 
all the causes of attack, and consequently shortened life, 
which have been discussed under the heading of ordinary 
concrete, are valid equally with reinforced concrete, and, 
in addition, there are some other causes peculiar to rein
forced concrete. In practice, the reinforcement consists 
of steel in some form, and is subject to the same corrosion 
as steel in other structures. By a very fortunate circum
stance, cement is an alkaline substance and the metal, 
iron, in an alkaline medium does not rust. These com-

°f the two materials are stated. Many laudable attempts 
have been made to obtain imperviousness by the addition 
°f the most various materials, such as barium salts, soap 
and fatty or mineral oils, but, though some of these are 
°f value under special circumstances, they have not as 
yet shown themselves suitable for the heavy, sea-work now 
being dealt with at present there is nothing better than 
ordinary concrete made with most carefully chosen and 
graded aggregate, with the addition of trass if local 
ditions allow, and an ample proportion of cement, 
prete made thus can only be attacked on the surface, and 
■ts destruction by percolation is well-nigh impossible. To 
state its probable length of life would be a rash attempt ; 
it should last indefinitely, in fact, until the harbor or other 
niarine work had become obsolete.

When concrete has to be cast in situ opportunity for 
setting undisturbed is sometimes but poor, as compared 
with that of blockwork, but the same principles hold good, 
with the one addition that the setting time should be the 
minimum which will allow the material being got into posi
tion without disturbing or working it after setting has be
gun. Seawater is by far the most abundant saline solution, 
and contains those salts, magnesium salts and sulphates, 
which are most harmful to cement. What has been said 
°f it applies to most other saline solutions which are likely 
to be harmful, and the precautions already mentioned 
aPply in such cases. Of course, there are special instances 
of injury by such salts as sulphate of iron or the mixed 
metallic sulphates found in mine waters, but the nature 

their attack is similar, and they are of too special a 
pharacter to warrant more than mention in a paper deal- 
ing with the life of concrete structures in general. There 
15 a common belief that salts in the act of crystallizing 
may expand and thus injure a structure of which they 
°ccupy the interstices. The amount of expansion of three 
typical, easily soluble salts have been determined as 
allows: (1) Supersaturated solution of sodium sulphate— 
Expansion on crystallizing, 1.45% by volume. (2) Satu- 
rated solution of magnesium sulphate—Contraction 
crystallizing, 0.14% by volume. (3) Supersaturated solu- 
bon of sodium thiosulphate—Contraction on crystallizing, 
°'37% by volume.

Mr. Blount is of the opinion that much importance 
need be attached to the view that concrete is injured ma
terially by the crystallization of salts in its crevices, for 
me crystals—even when they do connote an increase of 
'°lume—are mechanically weak, and can exercise but 
lttle disruptive effect. It is the chemical action of saline 

solutions which is to be feared and guarded against.

con-
Con-

on

Destruction of concrete by acids, and by this term 
^id salts are included, stands on a different footing. 
Obviously, strong acids turned to waste from a chemical 
Works will destroy so calcareous a material as cement, and 
1.the acid is sulphuric acid, destruction will proceed after 
me acid has been neutralized. But there are less obvious, 
though very real, causes of destruction. Many putrescent 
matters, such as sewage, will give off gases containing 
mlphur, and these, under suitable conditions, will oxidize 
and produce sulphurous acid, and, ultimately, sulphuric 
acid; or, alternately, will form sulphides, such as calcium 
mdphide or ferrous sulphide, which in due course, oxidize 
0 the corresponding sulphates and injure or destroy any 

cement with which they may come in contact. It has 
cen observed that with sewage of this kind flowing 
rough concrete pipes the invert may be unaffected, while 
e arch is seriously attacked. The explanation generally 

accePted is that hydrogen sulphide, or some gaseous 
?rflanic sulphide, is generated from the liquid, and coming 
ln contact with the upper part of the pipe forms sulphides, 
which are oxidized to sulphates by the air above the level
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(2)
Maximum traffic on which it can be 

considered.
At + Bi + Ci

(3)

Treatment for dust.

Asphaltic oil, hot application. 
Calcium chloride.
Asphaltic oil, cold application. 
Bituminous penetration or mix.
Oil, paraffin base.
Asphaltic base, cold.
Asphaltic base, hot.
Tar, cold.
Bituminous.
Bituminous concrete or penetration.

(1)

Surface material.

Sand

Gravel ............................................
Gravel .............................................
Broken stone, soft, water-bound 
Broken stone, soft, water-bound 
Broken stone, soft, water-bound 
Broken stone, soft, water-bound 
Broken stone, hard, water-bound 
Broken stone, hard, water-bound
Concrete ........................................
Vitrified brick stone setts and 

wood block..........................
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Single horse, 
double o. pair. 
Single

' Pleasure 
vehicles. 
Farm or 
commercial 
vehicles.

to the ground, because they are in the most favorable con
dition to become sulphates, and the fate of the structure 
is then settled.

Next in order of sinister magnitude is the injury 
caused by electrolysis. It is true that the cases recorded 
are at present few, but it must be remembered that the 
transmission of large currents at high pressures is a com
paratively modern thing, that large structures of rein
forced concrete are comparatively modern things, and the 
most progressive spirits cannot hope to see buildings only 
five years old fall like the walls of Jericho. It may soothe 
their natural impatience to reflect that although the 
structures and the electrical power are fairly new, yet 
human blundering is fairly ancient and to be relied on, and 
°n that ground alone, it is reasonable to suppose that 
failures induced or exaggerated by electrolytic action will 
become fairly common, particularly when there is a steel 
core to attack and an electrolyte additional to those alkali 
salts which naturally occur in any normal cement.

It has been necessary to indicate all those causes of 
mjury for destruction which are to be reckoned with as 
affecting the life of concrete structures made with modern 
cement, and the impression conveyed may be that all such 
structures are so liable to decay as to be almost ephemeral. 
The conclusions to be drawn, however, are these : First, 
that there exist 
ternal, which, if uncontrolled, will certainly destroy any 
structure, even when its design is impeccable, and that its 
hfe is at the mercy of these causes, and though its death 
may be lingering, it is certain. Second, that all such 
causes, except extreme external violence, can be con
trolled, and their effect nullified by knowledge, care, and 
skill exercised in the directions mentioned and discussed 
above ; and, as a necessary result, by the practical elimina
tion of nearly all these attacking forces, security and 
something like permanence will be attained.

Loaded.
Not loaded.

Double 1 Loaded.
VNot loaded.

Quarry, brickyard or other 
regular and destructive traffic.

IHorse-drawn 
steel tires.

Extraordinary.

Less than 7-seat motor. 
Seven-seat or over.
Loaded.
Not loaded.
Motor bus or other special traffic.

Pleasure
„ „ , vehicles.Self-propelled Commercial
rubber tires. trucks.

Extraordinary.

Self-propelled 
steel tires.

I Steam lorries and tractors, with trailers, etc.

The conclusions from a traffic census as to unit 
weight and other details can be only approximate. Re
finement in traffic census might be difficult for many town 
or city engineers to obtain, and might defeat the aims of 
the committee.’ A general and simplified classification is 
therefore under consideration, which may be briefly ex
pressed, for which purpose the following is suggested :—

A. Light 
vehicles

B. Heavy vehicles, 
wagons, 
trucks.

C. Passenger 
automobiles.

(1) Light—up to 100.
(2) Medium—100 to 200.
(3) Heavy—200 up.
(1) Light—to 75.
(2) Medium—75 to 150.
(3) Heavy—150 up.

(1) Light—up to 100.
(2) Medium—100 to 400.
(3) Heavy—400 to 800.
(4) Severe—800 up.
(1) Light—up to 10.
(2) Medium—10 to 20.
(3) Heavy—20 up.

(1) Light—1.
(2) Medium—2 to 6.
(3) Heavy—6 up.

1. Horse-drawn 
steel tires.

of destruction, internal and excauses

2. Self-propelled 
rubber tires. D. Motor trucks 

and busses.

( E. Steam lorries 
and tractors.3. Self-propelled 

steel tires.

In the description of traffic,' the various factors of the 
foregoing schedule may be indicated by letter and num
ber thus: A (3) + B (2) + C (2) would mean “Light 
vehicles, heavy traffic + heavy vehicles, medium traffic + 
passenger automobiles, medium traffic.”

The method of using this notation is indicated by its 
application to treatment of various road surfaces for dust 
prevention. In the following schedule, Column (1) shows 
the surface material considered ; Column (2) shows the 
maximum traffic for which such surface would be appli
cable ; and Column (3) shows a suitable treatment for dust 
prevention in each case. (It is to be understood that this 
schedule has not been finally adopted by the committee 
as a
explanatory purposes in connection with the proposed 
notation for traffic gradation.)

GRADATION OF ROAD TRAFFIC.

THE report presented at the annual meeting of the 
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers last week by 
the standing committee on roads and pavements, 
contains an appendix relating to traffic gradation, 

that is as follows :—
Traffic is not only to be regarded from the standpoint 

°f total tonnage, per foot of width of pavement or road- 
Way ; but also from the standpoint of predominating class 
°f vehicle, speed, and maximum weight of vehicle, etc.

analysis of the various forms of traffic may be made 
as follows :—

standard for dust prevention, but is submitted for
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Volume 30-MASONRY DAMS.* 

By Arthur P. Davis danger of sliding to which dam f w5’ P°mted out the 
lf approximately horizontal H °* l llS LyPe are subject, 
masonry itself, or in the fo, *f!3ge Planes exist in the 
sures in such planes tend ! The upward pres-
structures upon foundation reduce the Pressure of super- 
™g is largefy d peÏÎŸÏ "hich distance to slid- 
Austin, Texas, and at ^ °f the da”s at
danger. An increase of «e / tm’ Penn‘> illustrates this 
Proposed to meet this dan rlTeu^ Weight was therefore 
only surmised as it 1= r’ , e extent of which can be 
impossible to determine A¥£ad£at on ‘actors difficult or 
Francisco, was » San Mateo Dam
base, equal to the hydrostad/hf^H Upllft under its entire 

Th. . yurostabc head, reservoir full.
exist inwnhL0hVSerheeiasSSnUornpti0n that clea-ge planes can 

over and underlying strata °f contact between the 
dose together as to&confine’th 1 theSe bodies are so 
uplift. This condition is of 6akage and produce ful1 
hardly be approached in practice"^ lmp°Ssible and . 
have been proposed all J u ?e‘ v arious compromisesof pressure? near the downir" SOme diminution
tion for areas in contact Th^or °pe’ °r makmg reduc- 
Dams of New York Citv ^.1Ve Bridge and Kensico
the theory that up war/ .3ter SuPP]y were designed 
full head of full r/servoi/Z/rtf65 Would occur equal to 
head of ground water on the 7 UpStream side> and full 
Var,'=S uniformly between these"ST” 'h°

assume any foundation« " is not safe to 
determination of the npnim entlrel impervious. The 
one of the most difficult thi//655 °f natural formations is 
tion of such formations wlV uV" nature- Any examina
tions which it is dest'2 tUrbs them> Ganges the 
other reasons, it is necSa/ *° a^ertain Î for this and 
safety m any estimates whirl/’ ° ?ll0W a lar£e factor of

In general, it may be said Tf^ thlS faCt°r'seams or beddino- ° ,hat W3ter Wl11 more readily 
rough the material of the. P t8 tban devious paths 

Pass more readily and in £ U fo,lows that it will
sS rra'.1Cation than in a dirïthf V°lume b the direction of 
stratified rock will permit nè ?°mal thereto. Similarly, 
g eater volume than good m rc°latl°n more easily and in 

. Granular rock such r°Ck’ such as granite,
mtt more water through the' is Iikely to trans-
ru, fine/ gram> such as limesT* rtSC f than one of denser 
m'nv tbis. nature c^n 17ST, °T shale> but no exact 
many varieties of each kind of ?Wn’ because there are

mav KPaCfleS- In genera? L With various percolat- may be taken as a rough g^e/j/61"’ the Showing rules

gneiss andaSs1chists0r C,7StaIline
thos:.ofri^-Uansmit

zsssLrzmuch

and D. C. Henny.

T dm remarkable Progress of the last few 
he application of science to the uses of 

extended to the design and § °f
the wide

years in
man has 

construction of dams.
practice in this bralffi o^L^rmg ffiWrCd ** rCCent 
held of study and an inexhaustible mine 0f ffifoTmaf 

The progress of sanitary science dem la.ormatlon- 
more generous water s/pplies for^Tbetter 

urban population ; the wonderful srowth T^ growmg 
development ; and the demands of ir Water power 
control have all performed their p rtsL t ^ fl°°d 
construction of dams of all classesP anH ?u îmU atlng the 
of such structures recently build i ’ ,d Jbe large number 
of ideas and theories thL ^vkaffi t0 the eVolutioa 
portant experience. mevitably accompanies im-

and of earth, whi4f2oughffSb?id ^ 1°^ maSOnry 

are so different in character nnd g ldentical functions, 
quire widely different treatment cPnf>ruptlon as to re- 
Practice. Between these 1 1 1. both ln theory and 
fill and the combination of earth and** C,lasses> the rock- 
third class partaking more or le [°ck'fiI1 constitute a 
both the main classes. S ° tbe characteristics of

to ignore the^uraose oTthe °t ^ Subiect> k seems best 
a‘ times exertPsore inflneÜcVonÏ-68' -While this may

divismn "already

^p^s^b-onsidtreriai ' 

designP hadQbeeeanScafr0iednX°?n gCner?1 lype of
masonry, depending for stab lit/ Amenca> 
on weight of material y 3gamst
termed »pT„ ïe°<* material was da- 

should ba avoided, leadin/io™,,' r!! tcns,0“ ™ masonry 
horizontal plane the result of'that at any 
within the middle third. The then re/ ,forces should fall 
mg water pressure alone thus be/ SCCtion’ considér
ai6’ with its apex at maximum*/6 u rectangular tri
vertical water face and n h high-water level a

1 "> 3. depend™ ^TîpT ■>= °f appmxi! 
masonry. This theoretical sertit P C gravity of the 
the constructural necessity of nm,Was then adjusted to 
'imitations assumed for JermL°hidmg t0p width and the 
m the dam itself and on the fn ?omPression stresses
me thrust was assumed ffi/dXrr- In SOme cases 
Examples of this tvne of M. d t ? to water pressure 
JJams and the AshZkan D^of^h 3nd new Cr°ton 
Department, the Wachusetts Dam în ^ Y°rk Watcr 
Metmpohtan District, including Ro / he SUpply of the 
Butte Dam of the United States Recffim°Z’ ^ Elephant
ten/ // 3nd ni|merous others The /3 Service near 
tended for water storage -m,l Th e dams are all ffi- 
mdependent spillways l/ing n/v^V^1 t0 °verflow,

The same type, with the ZV 7QSS Waters‘ 
commonly used in diversion Smf / °! anaPron, is very 
Granite Reef Dam, near Ph«S Ar “ tbe Case °f the 
Dam near Atlanta, Georgia, and e’sn/ ^ Bul1 Sluice 
Dam, near Modesto, Cal., the lat£ 1 y the Le Grange 
too feet. The Boonton Dam near Î haVmg a height of 
ample of a dam which for p^ of ÏT? City> is aa ex- 
spillway. P3rt of lts length acts as a
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overflow dam of this type is the Clackamas Dam, 7° feet 
high, recently built near Portland, Oregon.

The water slab is supported by buttress walls, which 
afford a relatively long base up and downstream, impart
ing great safety against tensile stresses (except in the 
reinforced slabs themselves), and also rendering it eco
nomically practicable to reduce foundation loads either by 
spreading of the bases of buttress piers or by placing them 

continuous concrete, floor. It is essential that such 
floor be provided with weep holes to eliminate upward

material indicate that even with the resultant falling 
within the middle third, tensile stresses are liable to exist 
at the heel of the dam. The existence has also been 
alleged of severe shear stresses, such as would materially 
reduce or neutralize supposed factors of safety.

The success, however, of so many of the dams of 
ordinary gravity type where no distinct cleavage planes 
exist in the foundation material, makes any large addition 
to the triangular section seem unwarranted. Moreover, 
other and more economical means suggest themselves for 
overcoming danger of sliding, the foremost of which has 
been the adoption of a plan for the dam curved upstream 
instead of straight. Each portion of the dam remains 
self-supporting by its own weight as to horizontal water 
Pressures, while arch or wedge effect will develop in case 
of tendency to slide. Its application generally involves 
but a moderate additional mass, where the dam is rela
tively short. The Furens Dam in France, the Cheesman 
Dam in Colorado, the Roosevelt Dam in Arizona, the East 
Park Dam in California, and the Arrowrock Dam in 
Idaho, illustrate this principle. The Sweetwater Dam in 
California, as originally completed in 1895, is an example 
°f a dam in which, considered as a! gravity dam, the re
sultant with reservoir full strikes outside the middle third, 
and in which the arch effect due to its curved plan is 
depended upon to prevent tension near the water face. It 
was, however, enlarged in 1911, as a gravity structure.

Uplift pressures being due to penetration of water 
can be reduced or prevented by increasing the density of 
the masonry near the water face, by surface treatment of 
fbis face, and by deep cut-off and drainage. All these 
nteans are now being employed, as, for instance, in the 
case of the Elephant Butte Dam, New Mexico. The con
crete masonry, for a depth of 10 feet from the water face, 
15 extra rich in cement, the face is given a one-inch mortar 
coat with a cement gun, the cut-off wall at the heel has 
been carried to a great depth (Max. 100 feet below river 
water), and the method of grouting under pressure is em
ployed to 50 feet greater depth. Downstream from the 
Plane of closure, drainage wells have been provided in the 
utasonry and drilled in the foundation to dissipate pressure 
°f seepage water. Similar precautions have been taken 
at the Arrowrock Dam, Idaho, which, moreover, is built 
on a

on a

pressures.
The low foundation pressures which can thus be eco

nomically secured render this kind of dam practicable on 
gravel foundations, provided a deep cut-off connects with 
the water face slab or the latter be extended upstream in 
the nature of an apron. Dams of this type have also been 
built on clay foundation, slight settlement being im
material in view of possibility of sliding adjustment be
tween abutments and water face slabs.

The facility with which construction of this kind of 
dam will permit handling of flood flow during construc
tion is obvious and valuable.

This type of dam has also been executed in steel, as 
in the cases of the Ash Fork Dam in Arizona, and the 
Hauser Lake Dam, Montana. The latter dam failed, but 
its destruction is believed to have been due to insufficient 
cut-off and piping, part of it having been founded 
gravel, and is in no way to be attributed to the substitu
tion of steel for reinforced concrete.

on

Dams to be constructed in relatively narrow canyons 
invite consideration of the use of the arch principle, not 
merely as a safeguard against sliding, but as the chief 

of resisting horizontal pressure. The famous oldmeans
Bear Valley Dam, California, now made useless by tne 
construction of an arched gravity dam a short distance 
downstream, furnishes the boldest example of this type, 
in which arch pressures may have existed of over 70 tons 
per square foot. More recent instances are the Pathfinder 
Dam, Wyoming, and the Shoshone Dam, Wyoming, of 
the United States Reclamation Service, the dam 
Ithaca, New York, and a number in Australia. The safety 
of these dams depends upon unyielding abutments and 
limitation of arch pressures. These pressures generally 
range between 15' and 30 tons per square foot. Danger 
from sliding due to upward pressures is absent. . I he 
division of load between the arch and the cantilever intro
duces secondary stresses the nature of which is as yet not 
thoroughly understood.

Dams of this type are usually protected from overflow 
by independent spillways. The Huacal Dam, in Mexico, 
has but a partial spillway protection and may at times be 
overtopped, for which reason an auxiliary low dam was 
built downstream to form a water cushion and protect the

near

curved plan.
Another method for reducing uplift pressure is used 

111 the case of low diversion dams built on water-bearing 
material, as, for instance, the Grand River Diversion 
^arn, Colorado, 

apron extending upstream from the heel of the dam, with 
put-off wall at upstream edge. The effect of such apron 
*s to lengthen the path of percolating water, thereby re
ducing the upward pressures under the dam, which, more- 
P’ver, is given added weight to resist the estimated remain- 
jag uplift. The same effect has been aimed at in puddle- 
'1 °n the water side, which method appears to have been 
more common in Europe than in the United States.

It is apparent that the natural process of silting, 
where water carries silt, will aid in reducing upward 
Pressures, the artificial means, in case of silt-bearing 
)yater, being especially intended to obviate danger during 

e earlier years.
In low dams constructed of wood, it has for a long 

_lrr>e been customary to provide a water face with a rather 
at slope, resulting in a vertical water load on the founda- 
IQn which would tend to resist sliding. This type of dam 
las been copied in reinforced concrete for structures of 
^°nsiderable height. Near Douglas, Wyoming, a rein- 
°rced concrete dam of this type has been built for storage 

Purposes, having a total height of 130 feet. A portion of 
ls dam is adapted to overflow

This consists of a concrete blanket or

foundation.
All the above dams are arched to a radius, which re

mains constant from foundation to top. Considerations of 
economy have led to a design with a variable radius and 

feasible constant circumscribed angles. The 
principle has been developed by L. R. Jorgensen, Mem. 
Am.Soc.C.E., who shows that a considerable saving of 
masonry may, under favorable circumstances, be effected, 
and has been applied in the Salmon Creek Dam, Alaska, 
and the Lake Spalding Dam, California, and on a smaller 
scale in the Clear Creek Dam, Washington, which latter 
is also an overflow dam. It may be stated as a matter of 
historical interest that the original Bear Valley Dam 
built with a shorter radius in the lower part than in the

as near as

was

upper.
A series of vertical arches supported by buttress walls 
used as a low spillway dam in connection with thespillway. A notable wasas a
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East Park Reservoir, California, for 
and lengthened spillway
v c ,Ihe pnnciP,e of the inclined face dam with buttresses

s rawsrs aiF™dmZ?a';«"C=e„0cc,b,Z TjZZ dM”«'cumS
embedded steel, the life o/which in'saturmed °n COncrete 
as yet a matter of uncertainty ’a aturated concrete, is
type was built on the Umatilla River ^ °f this
storage dam with a maximum height r>f a feg0n’ and a 
Lake, California. A singular examnle of 3t Hume
occurs on Lost River near Klnm- tuPp ?, t^>S type of dam 
a plan in the shape of an elongated hors ^ °reg0n’ where

provide , basin for receiving th^Sow ““ “

archedTptfnaSvl?,' rd",0rad “d m„„iple

joints. Such i"”1.3'" .""-norous contraction
Park. Arrowrock, Elephant Rptf th? Ashokan. East 
dams. Dams of the pure arch tvne’f,31^ i°ther Cavity 
generally of monolithic construction th/’ T7er> beea
tion joints being less marker! h ’ be need °f c°ntrac- 
obseived t

coanZisiight rnear the
standpoint of'TltimaTe lifehTs^jCCti°nable from the 
dams are now provided with ™ f 38 appearance, many .heir height* These ^pUceSl"

one Î*Æ*!Sra ST' Thei: "" P- 

^ater stop, and usually with a drain hâT 3 metal
These joints permit shrinkage back.of the closure, 
to temperature effect, and tend to Sett!ag> as wel] as 
stresses. They do not seem obi J T ® secondary

SdTt’11 reqUiring more form wo?k°nThe V W3y’'aid out so as to construct the alternât Th WOrk can be 
near the top, at a time when contmei Ctl°nS> at least 

Material.-The mate , 'S 3t 3 maxima™-
been coursed masonry throLhout ? ,^fSOnry dams has 
with coursed masonry, usino&ordk bb 6 masonry faced 
mortar in connection with ™rtar or concrete
masonry faced with concrete inti ■ d® JOlnts’ coursed 
«th or without plumstone, The ’ “1 al1 concrete
m,e"t. gr0Wing in fa»or. It cm h“ ,°' =0ncrete has 
machinery, and is economical • be laid mainly by 
good rock is not availab^ ^" m3ny locations where
recently become morem^d^”^ of use hall
of mixing and depositing Tt ° g- lmproved Processe 
cement than rubble masonry wh^68’ however, mo 
cement haul is an important fâJhlCh’ where distance 
at times the cheaper.P factor> may render the latt

dams of concrete, faradon bofotid1" SUPf'y has built two 
'aid in mortar. These block ftces^5 W concrete blocks 
■m as they can be cast while founT^ mstead °f forms, 
t«on and ,n all kinds of weather thev t ^ ^ in prepara- 
struction. Their chief virtue, howev^“»'dite =°- 

Portland cement is now , • ’ 1 eir appearance.
and concrete and is shipped from^3U>’ USed in mortar 
mass concrete is generally Commercial mills. Thefrera.es being cr„LSrKveT,e<'.,jr6' «>>« 4-
voids. In some cases Portland tested for minimum 
locally with sand (sand cementHn h3S been 
rom 40% to 50% of the mTxture ^°P°rtl0ns
O^ipoK^ti^-

purposes of economy

^£t^îerei.aü£ïn°iiïHHï
result fnl, Vln/ dUV° reduction m pure cement. A like 
“T r°m the tendency to increase the proportion 
used in the m ; 35 C0™ParCd with normal Portland cement
liability of da* Ure" dbere has also been observed greater 
liability of damage to surfaces from frost probably due
a°slightlvaredumd‘ The t68ts with concrete blocks show 
strenïth with Strfnëth> but indicate no reduction of
of !^hTpoX?iiSenft,-ultTateIy eqi;al fto th3t
mao-nit,7ri= , u r .ment. It is only on work of great
can result fm ^h r61gbt ‘tems are large, that any saving 
can result from the use of this material

usuallvmfoedT W‘tb e‘tber Portland or sand cement is 
ever so™ a -f7, W3ter being carefully limited, how- 
tribution fron-Ti0'1- excess’ This consistency permits dis- 
by shovellino ' °wers and through pipes. It is worked 
geneous as ft- n rnan-kneading so as to make it as homo- 
£ used next?lbie a;ld t0 rdease contained air. Spades 
faces The t, ^ tbe forms to msure sound and tight sur- 
between old and CnCy t0 tiie formation of smooth surfaces

transpor^PorH^A Local,y-—It is the universal custom to 
exception k th ““f* t0 the Reality. An interesting wherPe ?;e18 Casef of tbf Roosevelt Dam, in Arizona5 
60 miles with r°™ tbe nearest railroad point was 
materials for m m°fUnt3m roads intervening. Suitable 
site and local mamffCttUI"mg Cement were found near the 
over $1 000 000 ' ' 3fi,tUre caused a savlng estimated at 

’ ln tbp construction of 360,000 cubic

steadily increasfo^ trT7116 USC °\.movable dams has been 
necessary to maintain ^ondltl°ns under which it is 
under fluctuation a3 relatively constant water level 
Devices for such’ °d °r changeable uses of water, 
forms of wickets and slT ,numerous- The various
Europe and America with1 T" h^VC beCn long in use in 
more recent bear - tb,a fair degree of success. The
has had several modifient^ °perated by water pressure, 
employed. cations and has been frequently

crest.

apart, and near 
vided with

yards of masonry.

modification for th? ’ been adopted, with some
Panama. It has also JP W3y, °f tbe Gatun Dam at 

een employed in many other cases.
patented and em!? ^°,?g Span essential, the roller 

recently been introdT, ? “ Europe for some years, has
installation beino- d lato the United States, the first 
Idaho, and several la* - °?e upon the Boise River in
on the Spokane Rivef^k^w31!®115 are now in Progress
River in Colorado. Th' • Washmgton, and the Grand 
of very long span h^c^L13 addltlon to the practicability 
“«y of ,=? of simplicity, ccr-

good degree of watertightness.
lh= siphon spEt,"'
country fTOm E„ro 
cess.

For
dam

To
purpose by another method, 

ne a üeCent,ly been introduced to this 
no mnvk US6d m ®everal cases with 

where th P3rt8’ 11 is weP adapted to 
-, and where the voh.m Cr(f 3,re no complications from 

_t has the further ad van t a J ° tb^e fluctuation is moderate. 
Lon of concrete, and is th °ffbemg adapted to construc
ted or wooden structure^n^’ m?re Permanent than 
JLents, a series of such snill . y vari°us simple adjust- 
0 pnrne themselves autom T3^f can be so arranged as

7 secure any desired gradaP 7 different levels and 
gradation m rate of discharge.

Having 
certain locations 
drift

suc-

varying 
, _ was

nr_ . and Elephant Butte 
Proportionate cost of cement.
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the title of “Power Army Water Supply Outfit,” and the 
apparatus seems to be quite adaptable for use at the front, 
although it is not known to what extent, if any, it is so 
being used.

The capacity of the plant is three thousand gallons 
per hour, but at Niagara it was operated, at twelve 
hundred gallons per hour. The difference in elevation 
between the plant and the river level was 19 feet, and the 

total suction lift of 25 feet. The water

FIELD WATER PURIFICATION PLANT.

HEN the Ontario troops went into camp early 
last summer at Niagara-on-th e-Lake, Ont., 
many complaints were made regarding the town’s 
supply of water. The town of Niagara-on-the- 

Lake has been desirous for several years of having a 
mechanical filter plant, because the water which they 
pump from the Niagara River is greatly polluted. As a 
considerable amount of water is used each year, however,

W
pump overcome a

pumped directly from the Niagara River, a short 
distance above the town pumping station, the 
town’s supply not being used at all for drinking 

although it was used by the soldiers

was

purposes, 
for washing, etc.

The water was first passed through a mechani
cal filter (illustrated in Fig. 3) of the ordinary 

flow type with high velocity wash. The 
then passed through a special casting into 

which there were inserted three quartz tubes. An 
ultra-violet ray lamp was attached to each of these 
tubes, and the violet ray emanations reached the 
water through the quartz, the casting being made 
watertight around the quartz tubes by means of 
rubber gaskets.

The quartz tubes are 1 inches in diameter, 
4 inches long. One of them is shown, together 
with its lamp, in Fig. 5. A closer view of the 
part of the casting in which one of the quartz 
tubes is inserted, is shown in Fig. 4. A side view 
of the outfit is shown in Fig. 1. This photograph 

taken during a trial
Toronto, before the equipment was shipped to 
Niagara. The Duke of Connaught can be seen 
bending over the operator’s shoulder. Fig. 

a front view of the sterilizing outfit. Three windows will 
be noted in front of the casting, through which the 
operator can watch the operation of the lamps, the open
ings for the insertion of the quartz tubes being just below 
the windows.

The sterilizing outfit consists of the special casting 
and lamps previously mentioned, and of a generator, 
engine and pump. The current for the lamps is supplied 
by a 2^-kw., 220-volt, direct-current generator. The

reverse
water

k
1

.mipw ^ -■ at Exhibition Camp,runwas

Fig. 1.—Side View of Sterilizing Outfit.

by the militia camp, the town believes that the govern
ment should aid financially in the construction of the filter 
Plant, and, as arrangements along this line have 
been made satisfactorily to both parties, the town is still 
Using water which must be very heavily chlorinated.

To provide a better supply for the troops, a portable 
ultra-violet ray sterilization plant was designed and in-

2 is

never

y

Fig. 3.—View of Portable Pre-filter.Fig. 2.—Front View of Sterilizing Outfit.

stalled by Capt. F. A. Dallyn, C.E., engineer 
Provincial Board of Health of Ontario.*

The lay-out of this plant is unique, and patents have 
been granted to Capt. Dallyn in regard to same, under

*The reader is referred to the article in The Canadian 
£ngineer for December 16th, 1915, relating to the Provincial 
board of Health investigations into ultra-violet ray sterilization 
of water.

pump is a 2^-inch Albany water-sealed rotary pump, 
with a capacity of three thousand gallons at 250 r.p.m. 
The motor is belt-driven, the pump chain-driven, and both 
motor and pump are driven by a 9-h.p. vertical gas engine, 
fitted with automatic pump lubrication, enabling it to 
between 200 and 250 hours without refilling the lubricating 
oil chamber. The cylinder is water-cooled with connection 
to the discharge of the pump and overflow to waste. The

for the

run

t
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ENGINEERING.

Mechanical Engineers.0 ° Blrmingham Association of

not SSyferaetceTve0fsuffic-ng<ineer,S *raining’ he said- did 

side of the hnsinec Zl 1Cnt attention—the commercial
speech There w ’ Ï® kT™1 °f men’ and the power of
«h,«.cite,T„s «S' s„tr,s' ,b,,‘,her= V htd

meal man infr, c c. r essemial to turn a sound tech- 
bers of men absolute? SS “ englneeL and there were num- 
or around the ton of Z S°Und technically who would be at
more fully developed in the ^ theSG three points had been 
great deaf of tht^^’^ at tbe expense of a

taught the proves si on V” Z* n,utsbell> an engineer is usually 
ing. In his opinion iTa 11° bus!ness of engineer- 
prentice eng-ineerino-’ tu c u unc*ertook to teach an ap- 
some knowfedge of thSï be exP==l=d to give him
for ,h„ W»s ïh‘s°d« „f 6”,merc,al sidt "f the business, 
few engineering st lmPortance. Comparatively
technical skill merited0?,1CCS r0Se to tbe eminence their 
knowledge of how t ’ 36031156 tbey bad not the requisite
"=asi-gS„0mkr 0,,LuSedmen; ThC “« >-
due to the want of tact in the dlsPutes was undoubtedly 
were to institute a en management. If universities
would be to the lasting ^ rmanagement of men !t 
gmeer had no trainin/b °f the 60untry- Ap en- 
power of the trained Z the Power of speech, yet the 

The inabib! ! ,SPeaker was parent everywhere. 
English has frequently6 h** t6chnical men t0 write decent 
be admitted, too that^he^ c?mmented upon. It must 
sometimes a poo? business hke the artist- is
18 to be found in specialis t' n,We suPPose the 
ness whi h the engineer cm,u' There 15 nothing in busi- 
but he fi ds the theoretical manage Perfectly well, 
gmeering too absorbing to^d P-ractlCal problems of en‘ 
pnated for the minutiafof 3dmit of tlme being appro- 
facturing side of engineering Even the manu"
engineers. It is in t|e '^..SJems repugnant to some 
that we get the most strihhT n °n ?f patents. however, 
between technical skill anr1?/lustration of the divergence 

The conclusion 1 USmeSS adroitness. 
of specialization the enebSS Z'P°n us that in these days
6Xt6nt on the businesfbdprWh0lntereStshimselfto a- 
technical work to others Tt mUSt pass on much of the 
that. a successful engineer t<3 be we]1 established
specialists in both denfrwCOncern must have able 
work must inevitably be mor ’ ^ that this division of 
expands. y De more pronounced as the business

mercial dubs ^ay1^0"061'115 b°th technical
' v-thK,bUSiness grows a°di?b Gd by tbe same Person, but 

Y table, and the hea °n the usual b"es is in-
15 Prtmarv . w 1 have to ask himself whether

to revel in engineering details

Sd pumpdedcaSter™^ P'”‘P'’0'' bron2e b="™es
is such Z ; carburettor. The governing of the engine
wi.hiZi« cfpaS;.PraC"Ca,,y tad”

Torom,eanS":a7b„SS,PliCd ^ *' Usto * C

THE BUSINESS SIDE OF

g g, . . ompany,
at their works in England. The 
generator was supplied by the 
Canadian Westinghouse Com
pany Hamilton, and the pump 
by the Albany Pump Company^ 
roromo The. lamps, quarto 
tubes and special casting were 
furnished by the R. U. V. Com 
pany, New York City. The pre- 
£.Wasrbuilt by the Thor Iron
whh k fir0nt°’ in accordance 
with specifications furnished 
Capt. Dallyn. by

The plant was purchased by 
the government upon recommen
dation of Lieut.-Col. Marlow as
sistant director of medical ’ 
vice, and

f *8' 4.—Closer View 
of Portion of Special 

Casting in which 
the quartz tube 

is Inserted.
ser-

supervision of Capt A. yd Dela-

Army Hydrological Corn^wiVlf tR SC'’-°f the Canadian 
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Fig. 5.—View of Ultra»

Quartz Tube.
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Co., with lead-zinc mines in Quebec, is using the Watts 
process in its refinery at Welland, Ont. By this method 
zinc is deposited from a zinc sulphate electrolyte, the 
quantity of sulphuric acid being kept down by the use of 
zinc oxide or some similar compound. At Trail, B.C., 
the Consolidated Mining and Smelting Company oi 
Canada is using an older process, in use at Anaconda, 
Mont., and other plants, a process in which the electrolytic 
liquor containing sulphuric acid is used for bleaching the 
ore, just enough of the acid being used to form zinc sul
phate for electrolysis, the idea being to keep the solution 
low in other constituents of the ore. At present the Trail 
plant is being greatly increased in capacity, to produce, it 
is stated, between 35 and 50 tons of metallic zinc per day. 
This indicates the success of the investigations carried on 
at the experimental plant there in 1915, the output averag
ing from 1,000 lbs. to 2,000 lbs. of spelter per day.

ores hitherto exported

ONTARIO’S PROGRESS IN HIGHWAY 
ORGANIZATION.

The Ontario Government has created a Department 
°l Highways in connection with the existing Department 
°t Public Works. Hon. Finlay McDiarmid has assumed 
'he title of Minister of Public Works and Highways. Mr. 
W. A. McLean, C.E., M.Can.Soc.C.E., whose connection 
with road improvement in the province is prominent and 
°i long standing, has been appointed Deputy Minister 
°f Highways.

This is an appointment the announcement of which 
will be read with pleasure by engineers and road men in 
Canada and the United States, Mr. McLean being widely 
recognized as an eminent road authority. The Ontario 
Office of Public Roads has, under his direction, done a 
great deal to assist in the problems of rural transportation 
In Ontario. The work of the Public Roads and Highways 
Commission in 1913-14, presented in its 1914 report, 
evidenced the thoroughness with which the survey of 
Ontario conditions was entered into. The investigations 
fnd conclusions of the Commission were and are of great 
importance to the Province. The Highway Improvement 
Act of 1915, which went into force last week, and by 
which the Government pays 40 per cent, instead of 30 per 
cent. of the cost of construction of county roads by 
counties meeting the requirements of the department, and 
20 per cent, of the cost of maintenance, has been a further 
step of great magnitude towards better highways in the 
province. The second instruction conference on highway 
work which will be held next month, being a series of 
lectures on road construction, given by the engineers of 
IHr. McLean’s department for the benefit of county 
Smeers and superintendents, marks the continuation of 
a most useful procedure, established last year.

These and other indications of the progressive steps 
towards cheaper transportation in the province are in
dicative of the extensive policy and indispensable organiza
tion which Mr. McLean has formulated. Undoubtedly 
Itis service to the province will be considerably increased 
b.v the added scope and powers which his new appoint
ant as Deputy Minister confer upon him.

The zinc produced from the 
from British Columbia for want of a plant to treat them 
there has reached about 9,000,000 lbs. a year, 
production of the province itself will aggregate from 
25,000,000 to 30,000,000 lbs. It is interesting to know 
that development work done on the Sullivan mine by the 
company has proved it to be one of the largest and most 
valuable deposits of zinc ore on the continent. The com
pany is driving a low-level tunnel two miles in length to 
provide fpr the economical mining and shipment of the 

from this mine, which will form the principal source 
of supply for the new

Turning now to the enormous production of nickel 
in Ontario, last year’s exports of which totalled nearly 
$7,000,000, and concerning which there was much con
troversy in the early stages of the war, it was recently 
announced in Ottawa that the nickel matte, in which form 
the metal has been exported for refining, may shortly, by 
Government requirement, be refined in Canada. This 
measure would mean the establishment of a very important 
industry in the Dominion, designed as it is to keep con
trol of the export of a commodity that figures very 
prominently at present in armament manufacture.

Now the

ore
zinc refinery at Trail.

en-

MEASUREMENT OF RAINFALL.
ZINC, COPPER AND NICKEL REFINING IN 

CANADA. The importance of knowing exactly the quantity of 
rainfall in hydrographic basins is evident. Besides the 
great scientific interest from the point of view of solution 
of numerous problems of terrestrial physics, there is the 
urgent and practical need associated with all hydrological 
subjects ; utilization of water power, correction of streams, 
irrigation, agriculture, etc. In experiments described in 
II Politecnico for June 30, 1915, a field rain gauge and a 
totallizer pluviometer were utilized, the latter indicating 
9 per cent, less than the other. The most serious difficulty 
met with was to place the instruments in positions where 
they could not be tampered with. This difficulty was 
solved in a satisfactory way by putting them, on the top 
of large masonry pillars. The mouths of the instruments 
measured 1 sq. dm., and the diameter of the cylindric part 
of the receptacle was 32 cm., the height 32 cm. Thus 
the capacity was about 28 litres, sufficient generally for

made every month.

Very worthy of note among the industrial activities, 
tbe establishment of which in Canada is due in large 
Measure to the necessities of the war, is the rapid advance
ment that is being made in the refining of metals. By 
yirtue of the unusual demand for zinc, copper and nickel 
,n the manufacture of munitions and armaments, at home 
and in allied and neutral countries, the progress made 
recently is most promising. Zinc, for instance, is 

effig ref|necj electrolytically in Canada by three new 
Plants, all using different processes. The Standard Silver 

•pad Mining Co., of Silverton, B.C., is producing elec- 
trolytic zinc by a process originated by French, using 
|r>anganese in the electrolysis of zinc sulphate solutions, 
he manganese being recoverable, as it is deposited as 

manRanese dioxide on the andde, and may be redissolved 
'n sulphuric acid for future use. The Weedon Mining

now

a year’s rain. The observations were
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Water Supply for Country Houses. By Dr. W. P.
Gerhard, C.E. Published by Review of Reviews 
Company, 1914. 51 pages, illustrated, 6x9 ins.,
paper binding. Price, 40 cents.

The writer first deals with points to be borne in mind 
for the search for an adequate and suitable supply of 
water for domestic use. He treats of volume necessary, 
pressure required, etc., and deals with the various sources 
as rainfall, lakes, rivers, springs, etc. In Chapter 2 he 
refers to appliances for distributing water, power for 
machinery required, and lays out as an ideal system a 
compressed air pumping station.

The book has a very comprehensive index, list of 
illustrations, tables, etc.

By Daniel W. Mead, Pro-Water Power Engineering.
fessor of hydraulic and sanitary engineering, Uni
versity of Wisconsin, Consulting Engineer. Pub
lished by McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York. 
Second edition. 843 pages, 430 illustrations, 6 x 
9#, cloth. Price, $5.00 net. (Reviewed by T. H. 
Hogg, C.E., assistant hydraulic engineer, Hydro- 
Electric Power Commission of Ontario.)

The first edition of this treatise appeared in 1908, and 
in the past eight years has come to be recognized as a 
standard authority on hydraulic engineering, the advances 
in the art of which have been very great during this time. 
The new edition is therefore amply justified. '

Chapter 1 gives a concise resumé of the history of 
water power engineering covering the improvement in 
design of water-wheels, both reaction and impulse, to
gether with a short discussion on conservation and its 
effect on water power development.

Chapter 2 discusses the different losses in any plant, 
unavoidable and otherwise, and gives a list of units used 
in the analysis of conversion of energy.

Chapter 3, entitled “The Load,” deals with load factor 
and the load curve and their significance as related to the 
efficiency and general design of waterpower plants. The 
chapters on “Rainfall,” “Run-off” and “Stream Flow” 
of the first edition have been omitted, as not sufficiently 
complete.

Chapters 4 and 5 deal with the flow of streams and 
the measurement of stream flow. In these chapters are 
discussed the various formula; for the losses in channels 
and conduits, and the various conditions influencing the 
flow of streams, together with a description of the 
standard methods of measurement of stream flow.

First Course in Engineering Science. By P. J. Haler, 
B.Sc., and A. H. Stuart, B.Sc. Published by the 
University Tutorial Press, Limited, New Oxford 
Street, W. C., London, First edition, 1915. 191
pages, 159 illustrations, 5x7 ins., cloth. Price, 
40 cents.

This book treats of the material laid down for certain 
technical school requirements in England. It describes 
experiments that may be performed on ordinary apparatus, 
the great difficulty in many institutions being the lack of 
suitable laboratory equipment for carrying out prescribed
work.

The book has two parts, the first dealing with stresses, 
strains, moments, parallel forces, work, energy, power, 
velocity, acceleration, etc. The second deals with fluid 
Pressures, heat, specific heat, conductivity, radiation, etc. 
It also treats in general way of the simple steam engine 
ar>d boiler. —

Examples in Magnetism. By Prof. F. E. Austin, B.S., 
E.E. Published by the author. First edition, 
1915. 90 pages, 27 illustrations, 5x7 ins.,
flexible binding. Price, $1.10.

This book should be a favorable guide for students in 
ylementary electrical engineering. As the author states, 
11 is not a book of problems, but a carefully compiled 
volume of information dealing with physical laws under- 
Hng various problems, with the systematic tabulation of 
'lata relating thereto, with the process of solution and 

nally, ;n every case, with a problem properly worked out. 
I he book does not enter into the analytical derivation of 
ecluations. These are taken for granted and the mathe
matical processes involved in their application to problems 
are dealt with.

Chapters 6, 7 and 8 fall into a group dealing with the 
hydrograph in its relation to power plant design, the ef
fects of pondage and storage, and the study of the power 
of a stream as affected by head. The author’s use of the 
hydrograph is particularly to be commended. As he 
states, the graphical method is of great service in attack
ing many phases of the problem.

Chapters 9 to 13 deal with turbines, details and ap
purtenances, hydraulics of the turbine, testing and analysis 
and selection of turbines. This section, which is perhaps 
the most valuable of the treatise, has been re-written and 
a uniform nomenclature is used throughout. The treat
ment of turbine analyses is most concise and discusses 
the subject in the clearest possible way.

Chapters 14 to 18 take up speed regulation of turbine 
water-wheels, the governor, arrangement of reaction 
wheels, selection of machinery and design of plant ; also 
examples of water power plants. The discussion of speed 
regulation is good. It is to be regretted, however, that 

space is not given to the discussion of water, ham
mer, or pressure change. Joukowsky’s analysis is given, 
but no mention is made of the more recent work of Allievi, 
and of Warren. Joukowsky’s formula gives results which 
may be far from the truth when the time of the governor 
is taken into account.

The surge tank is treated in rather a perfunctory man
ner, the simple tank formulae only being given, while in
accurate statements regarding the .differential surge tank 

made. A number of these tanks are in commercial 
operation, and the criticism that the sudden drop in the 
riser is opposed to good speed regulation is proved to be 

These tanks show remarkable results under

Land and Marine Diesel Engines. By Giorgio Supino. 
Translated by A. G. Bremner and James Richard
son. Published by Charles Griffin & Co., London. 
309 pages, 380 illustrations, 19 plates, 6x9 ins., 
cloth. Price, $3.50 net.

. This is an acceptable translation of the work of an 
1 a**an engineer of high repute. It deals with the de

velopment of the oil engine on the continent of Europe 
yhere the practice is considerably in advance of that of 

< hC ^n*ted Kingdom and America. Part 1 involves six 
* aPters relating to Diesel engines of both stationary and 
marine type; to fuels, thermodynamic cycles, efficiencies 
a JoI the calculation of cylinder dimensions. Part 2 deals 
Vlth engine design to which is devoted five chapters, and 

addition there are supplementary chapters upon engine 
.°°m accessories, fuel regulation, marine installations, 
tes*s, etc.
( ^Tiile calculations in the original work were based 
pT?n the metric system, the translators have added the 

units where they tend to a readier understanding 
sv * e text. Calculations themselves are left in the metric 

sfpm> and a convertion tablé is added.

more

in

are

wrong.
operating conditions, and it is therefore unfortunate that 
the theory is not presented.



Chapters 19 to 21 deal with the relation of dam and 
power station, the principles of their construction and 
appendages of dams.

The cost of power plants and of power, the financial 
and commercial aspects of power development, and the 
analysis of water power projects are discussed in Chapters 
22, 23 and 24. This section gives a much-needed 
ing against the financing of undesirable developments, 
and forms a valuable commentary on the economics of 
hydro-electric developments.

A criticism that may occur to the engineer after going 
this book carefully is that perhaps too little attention 

has been given to recent modern developments using the 
single runner vertical type unit with scroll case and con
crete draft tube, and to the various appurtenances such 
as trash racks and rock cleaning devices, flashboards, 
etc., and too much attention has been devoted to the old 
type multiple runner horizontal setting.

1 he treatment of the flow of water in pipes may ap
pear to some to be inadequate. The economics of steel 
pipe line follows present-day practice, but leaves much to 
be desired. The method of balancing lost power through 
friction and cost to secure the most economical develop
ment might profitably be discussed with reference to such 
hydraulic elements as the canal or feeder pipe, the forebay 
and rocks and penstock.

While the value of the new edition might have been 
enhanced by the elimination of the defects above specified, 
it more than maintains the standing of the first edition as 
probably the most useful hydraulic treatise extant in the 
English language.

warn-

over

The Elasticity and Resistance of the Materials of En
gineering. By Prof. Wm. H. Burr. Published by 
Messrs. John Wiley & Sons, New York; Canadian 
selling agents, Renouf Publishing Co., Montreal. 
Seventh edition, revised, 1915- 927 pages, 173
text figures and 3 plates, size, 6x9 ins., cloth. 
Price, $5.50. (Reviewed by David A. Molitor, C.E. 
Designing Engineer, Toronto Harbor Commission.)

. This work, which appeared in its first edition in 1883, 
is the most important and best known volume from the 
pen of Prof. Burr, for which reason no very lengthy review 
is considered necessary.

The book consists of two main 
pendices.

parts and three ap-

analytical, contains six chapters with the 
following chapter headings: 1, Elementary theory of 
elasticity in amorphous solid bodies; 2, Flexure; 3 
forsmn; 4, Hollow cylinders and spheres; 5, Resilience! 
6, Combined stress conditions.

Part II., technical, contains twelve additi nal chapters 
as follows: 7, Tension; 8, Compression, 9, Riveted 
joints and pin connections ; 10, Long columns; n, Shear
ing and Torsion; 12, Bending or Flexure; 13, Concrete 
steel members; 14, Rolled and cast-flanged beams; ic 
Plate girders; 16, Miscellaneous subjects, curved beams’ 
springs, flat plates, rollers, etc. ; 17, The fatigue of 
metals; 18, The flow of solids.
. .APPendix I. treats of “Elements of Theory of Elas

ticity m Amorphous Solid Bodies’’ in three chapters, as 
Mows: 1, General Equations; 2, Thick, Hollow 
Cylinders and Spheres, and Torsion ; 3, Theory of Flexure 

Appendix II devotes three pages to “Clavarino’s 
Formula for Thick Cylinders.’’

Appendix III. gives four pages on “Resisting Capacity 
of Natural and Artificial Ice.’’ y

The present edition has received. , . . „ . . a very general re
vision with the aim of supplying new material to meet the 
advancing requirements of the profession. The empirical

data has been materially enhanced, by the inclusion of 
results from more recent experimental investigations. 
The limitations set by a single volume preclude the possi
bility of exhausting this wide field of research which has 
received so much attention during the past decade.

Ihe book might have been improved in its general ar
rangement by eliminating some of the approximate de
rivations which consume considerable space. These 
might have been given as approximations following the 
more exact demonstrations. Thus, arts. 24 to 33, cover
ing 58 pages,. deal with the theorem of three moments and 
beams involving redundancy, which problems can be more 
comprehensively solved by the use of the one general 
work equation which affords solutions to all redundancy 
problems with any degree of accuracy or approximation 
desired.

Other instances of this kind are noticeable, and space 
being a consideration in such a voluminous work, greater 
economy in this direction might have been practised with
out detriment to the book.

The author’s treatment of reinforced concrete beams 
is commendable in this respect. The T-beam, being the 
more general case, is treated first, and the formulae for 
plain rectangular beams are obtained by appropriate 
simplifications.

It is regrettable, however, that the high unit working 
stresses proposed in “the report of the Committee on Con- 

ar)d Reinforced Concrete” of the American Society 
o Testing Materials should find such a warm reception 
in the present treatise. If it is prudent to employ a factor 
o safety of about four for a material like steel, it is 
o viously unwise to allow a safety of only three for con
crete on the basis of 28-day tests.

he calculus is freely employed, but this cannot be 
regarded as objectionable when dealing with intricate 
m>lteiA P*e nomenclature is not generally uniform 
W1 Amer'can practice, so that a tabulated summary 
would have been a very useful addition.

n the whole, this volume contains much valuable in
formation both for use as a text and reference book. In
publicatio°nseSPOndS t0 ^ uniform excellence of the Wiley

Rivington’s Notes °n Building Construction. Edited by 
w. N. Twelvetrees, M.I.Mech.E. Published by 

ongmans, Green & Co., London. Part L, 306 
pages; 484 illustrations. Part IL, 332 pages; 395 
illustrations; 6x9 ins. ; cloth. Price, $2.25 each, 

hen to the title of this work we add the words “as 
prac ice in England,” and give a list of twenty-one 

mes o contributing authors (including the names of 
, ot best-known architects and engineers in Eng- 

«... aP mention at the same time that the present 
stanHn a ! e 3rSt rev*s’on °f a book that has been a 
displayed GXt ^ f°rty years’ 'ts character is well

r If.IS, 'mended as an authoritative text and hand book 
« . U e”ts and architects, and certainly the compre-
clear’Tr C aracter of its subject matter, the concise yet
authors "v u - ïat prevalls’ and the Prestige of the 

ou d indicate that its object is fulfilled.
h,,;„rrtU^Üy> thefe exists 50 marked a difference in 
tinent ^thT ^ devices in England and on this con- 
sernnH ‘ ^ Canadian reader will find the work of
conversant- V?-tile a°nly." architect or engineer fully
as a fp Vi W' American practice can use it with profit 
if he hoop6 :°UrCe,0f suffffesti°n, but not so the student

TT vu S ° PUt ^ls reading into practice.
Unlike, many books

does not indulge in on building, Rivington’s Notes 
pages of futile description in cases
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where one clear drawing will suffice. In consequence, it 
is a very easy book of reference, and most valuable where 
working drawings can be used. Each term peculiar to 
any branch of building is usually defined at the first of 
the chapter dealing with that branch, and the text then 
proceeds with description and illustration of the best 
methods in vogue. Very little information is included 
concerning the properties of building materials, and some 
of what is given is not true of the materials on this 
market. Where so many writers have had a finger in the 
pie one would expect to find repetition and contradiction, 
and that this is so in a very minor degree speaks well for 
the book and its editor. On the whole, it is a very ex
cellent work, containing such a fund of building fact that 
*t can not fail to be of value to any one occupied with 
building.

Calgary, Alta.—The Ogden bridge has reached such 
a stage of construction that street railway traffic is now 
passing over it.

Mimico, Ont.—The construction of the joint sewer
age system of New Toronto and Mimico is proceeding 
with few interruptions owing to severe weather.

Winnipeg, Man.—-The Arlington Street bridge has 
been practically completed and arrangements are being 
made for the routing of street car traffic over it.

Hamilton, Ont.—H. M. Marsh, Industrial Commis
sioner, in his annual report, stated that during the past 
year eight new industries had located in Hamilton.

Edmonton, Alta.—The total mileage of water mains 
in Edmonton at the present time is 162.23, with the 
number of services 10,495, or an average of 64.6 to 
the mile.

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED.

American Society for Testing Materials.—Proceed- 
mgs of 18th annual meeting.

Upper White District, Yukon.—By D. D. Cairnes. 
Report to the Department of Mines, Canada.

Department of Naval Service.—Report of the Deputy 
Minister for fiscal year ending March 31st, 1915.

Arisaig-Antigonish District, Nova Scotia.—By M. Y. 
Williams. Report to the Department of Mines, Canada.

Department of Public Works, Canada.—Report of 
the Minister for the fiscal year ending March 31st, 1915.

U.S. Bureau of Mines.—Fifth annual report of the 
director to the Secretary of the Interior of the United 
States.

Munro Township, Ont.—-An important platinum find 
is reported in Munro Township, ten miles east of Mathe- 

Northern Ontario. It is stated that assays, of whichson,
five were made, run from $180 to $1,800 a ton.

Montreal, Que.—An announcement has been made 
that the Canadian Car and Foundry Company has obtained 
a loan of $1,500,000 from the Russian government, and 
it is understood that more funds will be available from the 
same source as needed.

Winnipeg, Man.—The Greater Winnipeg Water 
District Commission states that there will be no delay, 
owing to the financial condition, in the completion of 
the Shoal Lake aqueduct. Arrangements have all been 
made regarding money matters.

North Vancouver, B.C.—According to the annual re
port of Mr. A. B. Clucas, acting city engineer, during 
1914 there were constructed in the municipality 1.5 miles 
of sidewalk, 1.7 miles of road graded, 3.9 miles of roads 
cleared, .17 mile of water mains laid, three hydrants and 
28 gate valves installed.

Vancouver, B.C.—A decision favoring Mclllwee and 
Sons in their suit for a quarter million dollars damages 
against Foley, Welch and Stewart over boring the 
C.P.R. tunnel at Roger’s Pass has been handed down 
by the Privy Council, which dismissed with costs the 
appeal of Foley, Welch and Stewart from a judgment of 
the British Columbia Court of Appeals, awarding Mc
lllwee and Sons the full amount of their claim. The 
plaintiffs claimed damages for a cancelled contract.

Toronto, Ont.—It is reported that legislation will 
be introduced at the coming session of the Legislature 
to provide for about $300,000 more for the Toronto- 
Hamilton highway. This road will cost when completed 
about $850,000 or $900,000, whereas the money provided 
under the original estimate by debentures was only 
$600,000. The increase in cost has been partly occa
sioned by the decision of the commission to increase the 
width of the road from 16 feet to 18 feet. This caused 
an additional cost of one-eighth, or $75,000. Other 
items in increasing the cost were : The extra cost of 
carrying on operations in the cold weather ; the effort 
to supply employment, $50,000 ; old concrete culverts 
which were undermined and had to be replaced, $100,- 
000 ; washouts occasioned by a great midsummer rain
storm, $50,000.

The Oil and Gas Fields of Ontario and Quebec.—By
Wyatt Malcolm. Report to the Department of Mines,
Canada.

Department of Marine and Fisheries of Canada.—
^ orty-eighth annual report, covering the fiscal year 
*9*4-15.

Canadian Production of Coal and Coke.—Annual re
port for the year 1914, as prepared by Mines Branch, De
partment of Mines, Canada.

Canada and the British West Indies.—By Watson 
riffin. Published by authority of Sir George E. Foster, 

Minister of Trade and Commerce.
Relining Old Brick and Ashlar Sewers.—Bulletin on 

ase of the cement-gun in this work. Published by the 
ement-Gun Co., Inc., New York City.

Trenching Machinery.—U.S. Department of Agri
culture, Bulletin No. 98, concerning trenching machinery 
Used for the construction of trenches for tile drains.

Asphalt Primer and Colloidal Catechism.—A 20-page 
Publication of the Barber Asphalt Paving Company, Phila- 
dphia, explaining the principles of colloidal chemistry 

as aPplied to the paving industry.
Duty of Water Experiments.—Bulletin No. 4 of the 

rj"igation Branch, Department of the Interior, Canada, 
plating to experiments conducted at various points in the 

ar>adian West. 62 pages, 6x9 inches, illustrated.
British Columbia Hydrographic Survey.—Water Re

sources Paper No. 14, Water Power Branch, Department 
c the Interior, Canada. Report for 1914, prepared by 

• G. Swan, Chief Engineer ; 534 pages, illustrated.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.

Wells Light for Contractors, Etc.—Catalogue regard
as portable night light burning kerosene oil. Published 
y the Alexander Milburn Co., Baltimore, Md.
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PERSONAL. OBITUARY.
C. D. CAMPBELL, city engineer of Galt, Ontario, 

has resigned.
J. S. LAING, B.A.Sc., formerly assistant engineer 

of Galt, Ont., has been appointed town engineer of 
Barrie, Ont.

H. L.

The death has been announced of Mr. Griffith D. 
Walters, who died in Calgary, Alberta, January 14, 1916, 
after a brief illness following an operation for appendicitis. 
Mr. Walters was born in Wales in 1884. He received 
the degree of B.S. in civil and irrigation engineering in 
the Colorado Agricultural College in 1911 and during the 
following year was assistant in irrigation investigations 
there under V. M. Cone. In 1913 he was engaged to take 
charge of the duty of water investigations for the Cana
dian Government under F. H. Peters, M.Am.Soc.C.E., 
M.Can.Soc.C. E., Commissioner of Irrigation, and was at 
the time of his death chief agricultural engineer, Irriga
tion Branch, Department of the Interior.

VERCOE has been appointed special engineer 
of the Canadian Northern Railway for lines west of Port 
Arthur, Ont.

J. C. BRECKON, formerly waterworks engineer for 
the city of Vancouver, B.C., is now associated with the 
engineering firm of Du Cane, Dutcher & Co., Vancouver.

N. W. EMMENS has severed his connection with 
the Great Western Mines Development Co., Limited, and 
has opened an office in the Credit Foncier building, Van- 
couver, B.C., as consulting mining engineer. OTTAWA BRANCH, CANADIAN SOCIETY OF 

CIVIL ENGINEERS.aptain PALL F. SISE, B.Sc., has been appointed
adjutant of the 148th Bat
talion, Montreal, and has 
volunteered for 
service.
vice-president and general 
manager of the Northern 
Electric Company. He was 
born November 10th, 1879, 
and was educated at 
Bishops College School, 
Lennoxville, Que., and at 
McGill University. He was 
one of the organizers of 
of the University Club, 
Montreal.

On January 21st, Mr. G. R. G. Conway, M.Can.Soc. 
C.E., consulting engineer, Toronto, addressed the mem
bers of the Ottawa Branch of the Canadian Society of 
Civil Engineers. Mr. Conway chose as his subject “The 
Engineer and Standards of Beauty,” in which he urged 
a freer co-operation between engineers and architects in 
the design of engineering structures, particularly in great 
public works such as bridges, railway terminals, dams, 
aqueducts, power houses, public highways, etc. The 
paper was fully illustrated with lantern slides giving ex
amples of engineering structures where this co-operation 
had been attempted, and in some cases successfully 
carried out.

overseas 
Captain Sise is

*

Capt. Paul F. Sise. The branch has recently made arrangements with the 
officers of No. 3 Field Company, Canadian Engineers, 
tor members of the branch to attend the lectures and drills. 
Three classes of participation in the military work have 
been arranged for: (1) drill and lectures with a view to 
taking examination for officer’s certificate ; (2) drill and 
lectures, but no examinations ; (3) lectures only. Mem- 

ers in classes 1 and 2 will be attached as civilians to No. 
3 Company.
, ^rst lecture, January 28th, will relate to the

Royal Engineer and Signal Unit with an Army in the 
b îeld. Lectures will follow weekly.

Examinations will be held in April on the following 
subjects : Infantry training, military engineering, interior 
economy, organization and equipment, military map read
ing and sketching.

A special committee on military engineering has been 
appointed by the managing committee of the branch, con- 

f°ll°wing: W. S. Lawson, chairman ; R. 
de B. Cornveau, G. G. Gale, Alex. Gray, J. B. Challies.

Lieut. W. H. MUNRO manager of the Peter
borough Radial Railway, has been promoted to a cap
taincy. He is in the mechanical transport branch of the 
Canadian Army Service Corps and went to England last 
July.

MANFRED FREEMAN, who has been elected public 
utilities commissioner for Lethbridge, Alta., to succeed 
Mr. Reid, has been connected with the Lethbridge Water
works and Electric Light Company as chief engineer, 
manager and secretary.

W. N. JOHNSTON, B.Sc., has received the appoint
ment of costs engineer on a new piece of construction for 
the Canadian Copper Co. at Copper Cliff, Ont. For the 
past two years Mr. Johnston has filled the position of 
resident engineer on sewer construction for the city of 
Toronto.

W. A. McLEAN, C.E., M.Can.Soc.C.E., has been 
appointed Deputy Minister of Highways for the Province 
of Ontario. The appointment is the result of the estab
lishment of a new Department of Highways by the Gov
ernment. Mr. McLean has been connected with the De
partment of Public Works since 1896, prior to which he 
was for three years engaged in municipal engineering at 
St. Thomas, Ont. His appointment to the position of 
Provincial Engineer of Highways, several years ago, 
a very popular and well earned promotion. He has since 
acted as secretary of the Ontario Public Roads and High
ways Commission. Last year he was president of the 
Canadian International Good Roads Convention, and in 
1914 acted in a similar capacity for the American Road 
Builders’ Association. He is a member of the Canadian 
Society of Civil Engineers, and is chairman of its stand
ing committee on roads and pavements. He is a member 
also of the Association of Ontario Land Surveyors.

COMING MEETINGS.

CANADIAN RAILWAY CLUB.-Fourteenth annual 
nner to be held at 8 p.m. January 29th, 19x6, in the 

Green Room of the Windsor Hotel, Montreal. Tickets
StaVambrnmpdQr°m ^S' Powe11’ secretary, P O. Box 7,

ELECTRIC RAILWAY ASSOCIA- 
I_;°N;. To heId ln Chicago, 111., February 4th, 1916.
L Jàc“rr=ÏaSLn|or,h AmeriCa" EI=CtriC Raihray

111 NFeh™ CHIC^GO CEMENT SHOW.—At Chicago,
South Q2th t0 I9th‘ R‘ F' Hal1 secretary, 208
South LaSalle Street, Chicago, 111. 3

was


